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ABSTRACT
This design research navigates from Western philosophies that have forgotten air (Irigaray
1983) towards practices that remember air and how it binds us together. It proposes more
appropriate ways of charting air’s variations than simply emulating land-based maps, and
does so in response to contemporary scholarship detailing materialist, aesthetic, and
affective accounts of atmosphere.

Atmosphere is held to be an aerial experiencing or happening from a circumstantial, morethan-human perspective. An ‘atmospheric cartographer’ is postulated as someone who
systematically and spatiotemporally records and makes palpable where air interfaces with
itself, other material flows, human bodies, devices, other species, and/or matter. Maps of
atmosphere are accorded a poetic licence: to be dynamic, to dissimulate, to emulate air.
Amongst aerial rhythms, posthuman articulations of ecological connectivity emerge: human
mapping subjects, coupled with more-than-human sensory networks, are being and
becoming within airspaces that shape-shift endlessly.

Through interviews with four atmospheric cartographers in the arts and sciences, this
research proposes a new discipline-agnostic practice where ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’
epistemologies complement one another, from monitoring air’s chemical composition with
artificial machines to recording its aesthetic fluctuations with the human eye. Mapping is
conceived as a situational activity that is performed through lenses of individual and
cultural attitudes. Mapping the invisible element makes palpable unforeseen connections,
indicating a state of entanglement within a multi-sensory, multi-dimensional medium where
meteorology, affect and worlding narratives take place in the same life-giving breath.
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Fig. 1: Workshop with Royal Amateur Expedition Society for Mental Health Awareness Week at the RCA.
Hampstead Heath, London. Photo: Lucy Sabin 2019.
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Atmospheric cartography

KEY DEFINITIONS
air*
noun

Air is the phenomenological mediator for

• invisible, gaseous mixture necessary for

atmosphere (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos

respiration, one of the elements, an

2016, 154).

unconfined space – ‘the open air’
• an impression or quality, ‘an air of

Air functions… as a heuristic… to encompass

excitement’

many atmospheric experiences… dust, oxygen,
dioxin, smell, particulate matter, visibility

atmosphere*

humidity, heat, and various gases (Choy

noun

2012, 12).

• air in a place or surrounding a planet

[A]tmosphere surrounds us and yet also

• a transcendent mood of a place

emanates from objects; it is present at both a
meteorological and local level… and it is

palpable*

perceived both physically and emotionally

adjective

(Suriano 2016, 2).

(of a feeling or atmosphere) so intense as
to seem almost tangible.

I suggest that atmospheric attunements are
palpable and sensory yet imaginary and

ecology*

uncontained, material yet abstract (Stewart

noun

2010, 445).

• relations of organisms to one another

'Ecology must stop being associated with the

and physical surroundings

image of a small nature-loving minority or

• the political movement concerned with

with qualified specialists' (Guattari 2000,

protection of the environment

35).
*Definitions adapted from Oxford Dictionary of
English (Stevenson 2010).
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INTRODUCTION & RESEARCH QUESTIONS
atmospheric cartography (new)
noun phrase
• (mental or physical) spatiotemporal schema of an atmosphere
• the act of systematically mapping changes in atmospheric phenomena
Atmosphere physically arises from air, but can also denote a mood; the words ‘air’ and ‘aura’
are both used to express an affective space-time. So atmosphere brings together material
and affective or meteorological and emotional aspects, but this combination alone does not
define it. Atmosphere is both immersive and transcendent, palpable and elusive. It is a
paradoxical concept that we depend on to breathe and perceive, move and belong.
Air is the ‘phenomenological mediator’ for atmosphere (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos
2016, 154), itself an ‘heuristic’ for countless phenomena: gases, particles, vibrations, etc.
(Choy 2012, 12). Like an ocean, air is always transitioning kinetically and compositionally,
globally and molecularly, due to weather movements and other material flows, some of
which are human-made.
It follows that air’s qualities, like its breathability, vary across space and time. Maps of
atmosphere trace differences in aerial intra-actions. From palpable variations in air,
partitions between atmospheres emerge. Unlike geopolitical borders on land maps, these
partitions are never fixed but take form as they are felt and sensed by networks of bodies
and devices. In other words, partitions in air exist not a priori but through being experienced.
Atmosphere thus sustains ecological relations via networks within and beyond human
experiences of the world – this is its ecological connectivity. What I call ‘atmospheric
cartography’ is an umbrella category of multidisciplinary practices that break away from
land-based maps (Choy 2012, 28) and move towards more appropriate ways of articulating
variations in the airspaces that immerse and connect us. I posit this ‘us’ or
‘self’ (cartographer, navigator or that which is mapped) as a transient, posthuman notion,
focusing on the ‘perspectival nature of knowledge’ (Bignall & Braidotti 2018, 2).
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Fig. 2. My installation for biomonitoring air pollution at Archives of Curiosity book launch. Hockney Gallery,
RCA. Photo: Pham Thuy Duong (Elly) 2019.
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The project is structured according to the following research questions:
In what ways can mapping airspaces (atmospheric cartography) articulate ecological
connectivity?
1. What are the purposes and values of current approaches to mapping airspaces?
2. From what perspectives do these approaches make climatic conditions palpable?

The focus is narrowed down to four case studies in order to address the research
questions; my methodology involves interviewing two artists and two scientists. These
expert practitioners map variations in airspaces using different sensory techniques: remote
technologies, ecosystem monitoring, collaborative ‘smellwalks’, and embodied observation
of light. Instead of dividing arts and sciences into two binary categories, I let go of
dichotomous assumptions and analyse the interview material by way of inventing a
spectrum which shows how the four approaches interrelate and complement one another.
As we have seen, air has no fixed borders, so it seems fitting that atmospheric cartography
transcends discrete epistemologies.
My intention is to be mindful of the purposes, values and perspectives underlying these
approaches to mapping atmosphere. Deconstructing cartographic meaning requires
‘behind the scenes’ insights, because a map generally tends to represent circumstance as
existence, offering its own ‘particular assertion of reality’ (King 1996, 175). My critical
analysis of current approaches therefore draws on existing literature for support,
particularly Irigaray’s eco-feminist critique of Martin Heidegger’s ‘forgetting of air’ in his
ontological theory (1983) and related new materialisms that rethink being and becoming,
such as Levi Bryant’s ‘onto-cartography’, which represents ‘the space-time of objects as
they interact’ (2012, 4), Derek McCormack’s ‘circumstantial’ approach to Heideggerian
worlding (2016), and embodiment theories of ‘subjectivity as a self-world relation’
pioneered by Maurice Merleau-Ponty (Morley 2001, 75).
As a practice, atmospheric cartography is an articulation of a being’s unique relations with
their world, from inside their world, over space and time. I argue that a cartographic
understanding of atmosphere has the potential to make palpable the connections and
relations – circumstances – linking self and world or subject and object. This cartographic
meaning is termed ‘ecological connectivity’, a term borrowed from ecologists, to denote an
4
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attitude or attunement towards the self as ‘embedded within and interdependent with […]
ecological context’ (Boehnert 2018, 97). Simply put, atmospheric cartography is about recontextualising air as political and personal ecology in a navigable way.
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METHODOLOGY

The four practitioners I interview are experts in mapping atmosphere via scientific indices
of air quality or artistic expression of air’s qualities. The interview material allows
access to multidisciplinary epistemologies connected by the common thread of attending
to air’s differentiations over space and time. The interviewees have also established
practices in London and other westernised urban spaces, which provides a level of shared
understanding. Within a similar geographic environment, their work collectively puts into
practice a broad range of theories described in the forthcoming Literature Review.

In the early stages of conceptually developing atmospheric cartography, I planned to simply
ask the practitioners to explain their methods and processes during the interviews.
However, I soon realised that, while it was important to understand technicalities, my
ultimate aim was to uncover purposes, values, and perspectives. These ‘behind the scenes’
insights would indicate cartographic meaning. Geoff King defines ‘cartographic meaning’ in
terms of choices; he claims that maps are never ‘purely objective’, because choices always
have to be made about what to map, how to represent it, and what to leave out (1996, 18).
As an artefact, the development of a map is ‘inherently bound up with meanings,
relationships and value systems relative to the individuals creating them, and to the context
of their immediate and external environments’ – hence my attentiveness to purpose, values
and perspective (Strickfaden, Rodgers & Langdon 2006).

In the critical analysis of the interview material, I first seek to uncover purposes and values
as intertwined categories, otherwise termed ‘priorities’. I adopt a psychological definition of
priorities as ‘internalised cognitive structures [...] at the individual level or at the group
level’ that implicitly or explicitly guide actions and perceptions (Oyserman 2015, 1). In the
analysis, I structure a discussion in relation to speech excerpts where there is an implicit or
explicit priority that reinforces, questions or generatively builds on key theorisations of
atmosphere outlined in the Literature Review.
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Atmospheric cartographer

Perceived
as more
objective

ASPECT MAPPED

Anja Tremper
Senior Air Quality Analyst

Ambient air

Environmental Research Group

pollution

King’s College London
Laurence Evans

Effects of air

Evaluation and Data Manager

pollution on

Open Air Laboratories

ecosystems

Imperial College London
Kate McLean
Artist who maps smell

Smell in urban

PhD Communication

spaces

Royal College of Art

Perceived
as more
subjective

Michaela French
Artist working with light

Embodied

PhD Communication

experience of light

Royal College of Art

TECHNIQUES

Remote sensing devices
gather data on gases and
particles continuously

National citizen science
surveys collect data on
pollution-sensitive
lichens

Locals go on ‘smellwalks'
and record their personal
olfactory experiences

Artist records colours on
the horizon over set
intervals using her eyes

Fig. 3. The four atmospheric cartographers interviewed on an objectivity–subjectivity spectrum.
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After analysing the purpose and values of each approach, I speculate about the perspectives
at play, which may require moving beyond the interview material into a more imaginary
realm of posthumanism where the perspectival nature of knowledge is foregrounded. For
example, if the mapping data is collected by remote monitoring devices, then this
perspective influences the cartographic meaning, albeit implicitly: perhaps ecological
connectivity is made palpable from the point of view of human-machine-air relations.

With a deeper understanding of cartographic meaning, I was able to compare the four
atmospheric cartography practices on a spectrum of ‘perceived objectivity’ towards
‘perceived subjectivity’. I hold that the former denotes a prioritisation of scalable and
generalisable methods while the latter foregrounds phenomenological experience. The
spectrum is useful because it maps onto the broader cultural values of the sciences
(perceived as more objective) and the arts (perceived as more subjective), uniting them in a
spectrum. Of course, I cannot claim that this spectrum has any basis in metaphysical reality,
hence the use of the word ‘perceived’. As King established, maps are never purely objective
(1996).

The reason for uniting artists and scientists within a continuum, as opposed to a binary
divide, is to emphasise how each practitioner’s priorities and perspectives transcend
‘artistic’ or ‘scientific’ knowledge and actually complement one another on a horizontal
plane. Artist and researcher Susan Schuppli claims that ‘we have entered a very unique
moment in time in which artists and scientists have skill sets that are actually quite close to
each other’, a claim she links to the need for climate scientists to make atmospheric change
visual and palpable (in Van der Velden & Menkman 2014). It is through melding artistic and
scientific sensibilities that ecological connectivity is holistically perceptible.
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LITERATURE REVIEW: THEORISING ATMOSPHERE

Key Themes

Atmosphere Remembered
Abstracted
Socio-Politicised
Indexed
Personalised
Weaponised
Posthumanised
Materialised
Aestheticised
Technologised
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Literature Review

Atmosphere Remembered
In L’oubli de l’air chez Martin Heidegger (1983), Luce Irigaray argued that Western
philosophers have ignored man’s1 existential dependence on air. She asks provocatively if
man could live elsewhere than in air, given that the elements of earth, fire and water are not
humanly habitable (ibid. 15). Air is patently a precondition for human life, experience and
knowledge, yet aerial matter (‘matière aérienne’), she holds, has been a serious omission
from dominant metaphysical theories (ibid. 18).

‘Oubli’ was translated as ‘forgetting’ in the English version of Irigaray’s text (1999). But
‘oubli’ can also signify ‘oblivion’. While ‘forgetting’ could be described as a slippage of
consciousness that happens from time to time, ‘oblivion’ denotes a state of total
unawareness towards surroundings. Oblivion, it seems, typifies the consumerist
mechanisms which have led to the environmental disasters of today whereby ‘we run the
risk of falling in the dangerous trap of underestimating our indebtedness and dependency
on the air’ (Nieuwenhuis 2018, 79). Oblivion, more than forgetting, is the state in which
‘slow violences’ of climate change go unnoticed (Nixon 2011), because it involves a
disconnect between self and world.

In recent years, alternative accounts of air have expanded beyond philosophy, into
anthropology, geography, architecture and beyond (Choy 2012, McCormack 2018, Suriano
2016, and many more). I position atmospheric cartography in relation to this contemporary
community of voices as well as the broader range of thinkers who remind us that ecology is
socio-political (e.g. Guattari 2000, Latour 2004) and an integral mindset of design and
communications (e.g. Boehnert 2018, Fry 2014). Specifically, I perceive ecology as an
important framing for designing maps, basing my cartographic theory on Geoff King’s
Mapping Reality – An Exploration of Cultural Cartographies (1996) and Donna Haraway’s work
on ‘situated knowledges’ (1988).

1

‘Man’ is a direct translation; not an unconscious bias on the author’s part.
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I am inspired by Haraway’s incitement to ‘stay with the trouble’ and keep confronting the
stories of ecological devastation in the now (2016). However, I am also aware that, even
though this research self-consciously allies itself with recent Western thought, it is useful
to briefly draw a comparison with other cultures that have traditionally revered air.

Attitudes to air are culturally rooted. In contrast to Western philosophies, other cultures –
that may be labelled ‘Eastern’, ‘ancient’ or ‘folk’ – have regarded air as a fundamental player
in metaphysics and cosmology. Indeed, across various languages, words for ‘breath’, ‘wind’,
‘air’, ‘spirit’ are interconnected and/or interchangeable (Watson 1984, 7). Breath is
accepted as implicitly synonymous with life and animation, which elevate air psychologically
to transcendental status (Irigaray 1983, 17).

In Buddhism, for instance, mindful breathing is an integral stage of self-actualisation
(Ditrich 2018). Patanjali’s Yogasutra, a Buddhist-inspired text from 400 BCE, reiterates that
conscious breathing (pranayama2) is a stage in the path to enlightenment (Feuerstein 1989,
II.49-52). As a self-actualising practice, pranayama suggests that direct experience of air
contributes to tacit ‘self-world’ knowledge in a way that abstract thought does not. Indeed,
James Morley compares pranayama with Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s account of subjectivity,3
stating that ‘his use of the metaphor of breathing to explain the self-world relation applies
precisely to the direct experience of pranayama’ (2001, 77-78).

As a yoga teacher, I am practically aware of conscious breathing as a form of self-world
relation or ‘ontological mapping’ only available through direct experience. After a one-hour
Pranayama workshop, my yoga students left the following anonymous reflections: (a) ‘I
learned to trust my breath which helped me to release deeper’; (b) ‘the breath can bring me
back to myself’; and (c) ’the slowness of breathing is such a contradiction to the outside
world’ (Anon. 2019, personal communications, 15 March). Conversely, Havi Carel states
that the phenomenological experience of breathlessness leads to ‘bodily doubt’ and ‘loss of
certainty’, disrupting our self-world connection (2018, 238-9).
The word literally translates as ‘extension/control’ of the ‘life force’ (prana). It is written ‘prāṇāyāma’ in the
International Alphabet of Sanskrit Transliteration.
2

‘Building on Heidegger's revision of subjectivity as a self-world relation rather than a
consciousness apart from the world’ (Morley 2001, 75).

3
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Fig. 4. Pranayama session at the RCA. Photo: Moritz Dittrich 2019.

Taoist sources, such as Laozi’s Dao de Jing, also conceptualise the breath as a gateway to
understanding our ‘elementary nature’ and ‘inseparable unity with the universe’ (Rosker 2018,
133). Unity with the universe is expressed through ‘qi’, a quality which ‘connects all existing
beings […] that are endowed with life’ (ibid. 128). In Japanese, mood (ki-bun) and atmosphere
(fun-i-ki) are types of qi (ki), also understood as ‘wind and vitality, or life energy’ (Ogawa
2018, 145). There is a continuum between the physical element of air and the aesthetic or
affective experiencing of it.

These alternative paradigms contrast with traditional Western philosophies. They
foreground the element of air as a sacred force that animates, transcends, and connects
beings that may have been mistaken as independent. In the next sections of the Literature
Review, I will draw together contemporary critical thinking on atmosphere – since Irigaray
asked if man could live anywhere else than in air. There are clear parallels between
contemporary Western theories and the alternative ones described above; it appears that
air’s mediation of our worldly experiences is being remembered.
12
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Literature Review

Atmosphere Abstracted
Western thought has arguably defined atmosphere through scientific abstraction, as opposed
to self-world connection. Notably, the atmosphere of meteorological science is stereotypically
perceived from outer space. To illustrate, a simple Google image search for ‘atmosphere’
returns vignettes of blue-green planetary horizons surrounded by marbled hazes of white
vapour and diagrams of dotted lines encircling the Earth (see Fig. 5). These visual
representations of atmosphere are ‘given back to us, assembled from instrumental
measurements… pressure, temperature, wind-speed, humidity’ (Ingold 2015, 73). As
representations ‘given back to us’, their compositions belie a ‘distancing of subject and object as
part of a technoscientific gaze “from nowhere”’(McCormack 2018, 40). Haraway dubs this
disembodied gaze the ‘God’s eye view’ or ‘God trick’ (1991). She claims that the outer space
perspective assumes a guise of omniscience in order to take control of resources for what she
terms ‘masculinist’ projects (ibid.).

Fig. 5. Top results of Google image search for ‘atmosphere’. Accessed 12 July 2019.
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Ecofeminist perspectives, on the other hand, emphasise the situational nature of knowledge.
Mei-Po Kwan and Kevin St. Martin (2002, 584) invoke ‘an embodied feminist mapping subject
[…] that disrupts the privileged positions and products of cartography and GIS’ (Geographic
Information Systems). Their subjective approach to mapping finds support in the work of Geoff
King, who claims there is ‘no such thing as a purely objective map’ because the cartographer
chooses what to represent and how to represent it (1996, 18). The installation pictured below
(Fig. 6) plays with the God trick by magnifying atmosphere-sensitive sporing plants to represent
worlds created by non-human communities.

Fig. 6. Playing with the God
Trick. Micrograph of nitrogensensitive lichen for my
installation at Archives of
Curiosity book launch. Hockney
Gallery, RCA. Photo: Pham
Thuy Duong (Elly) 2019.
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Literature Review

Atmosphere Socio-Politicised
Subjective approaches to mapping atmosphere are allied to cultural climatology, a new
hybrid discipline which works ‘across the divide between the social and physical sciences’ in
order to understand human-atmosphere relations (Thornes 2008, 571). Cultural
climatology frames the Anthropocene in an atmospheric way: ‘global-scale transformation
of the environment’ is ‘nowhere more evident than in the atmosphere’ (Steffen, Crutzen,
and McNeill 2007, 616). Cymene Howe puts it more vehemently, ‘[t]he detritus of our
carbonized [sic] practices bind sky and earth life together, opening us up to a redrafting of
the future’ (2015, 206). This redrafting, she argues, is an opportunity to confront
sociopolitical and environmental issues simultaneously so that reforms become ’equal parts
remedy for the climate and against histories of disenfranchisement’ (Howe & Boyer 2016,
232).

Climate itself is not the ‘averaging of atmospheric tendencies’, but the experiencing of it all
as sentient, enculturated beings (Cervenak 2018, 168). In order to cultivate ‘attunement’
to how our bodies experience the global phenomenon of climate change, Astrida Neimanis
and Jennifer Hamilton (2017) propose a ‘tactic or practice’ of ‘weathering’. Like cultural
climatology, weathering is a self-world relation that ‘directly connects human social,
cultural and economic structures such as racism, colonialism and gender oppression to
climate change’ (ibid.). The practice of weathering resembles an implementation of
Guattari’s ‘ecosophy’ as an ’ethico-political articulation’ between 'the environment, social
relations, and human subjectivity' (2000, 19-20).

Tim Choy’s ethnographic studies of human-air relations in Hong Kong provide a useful
example of weathering and ecosophy. Through a ‘loosely Marxist’ or ‘critical geographic’
lens, he discerns an ’uneven distribution of environmental harm’ which is ‘visibly marked
by… racialized [sic] and classed bodies’ (2012, 27-28). Choy refers to observations that
greener areas of Hong Kong’s infrastructure are occupied by the socioeconomically
advantaged. His study indicates ‘that the weight of a changing climate will [or is] not be
15
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borne equally… across geographies, economic status, or species’ (Neimanis & Hamilton
2017).

It could even be said that differentiations between atmospheres articulate boundaries
between social identity narratives insofar as ‘the rich have access to good air, while the
poor are relegated to the dregs’ (Choy 2012, 27). On this note, Peter Adey remarks that
‘elite’ urban zones are planned and engineered in accordance with ‘good air’ to exude
‘comfort and quality’ (Adey 2013, 301). Well-off inhabitants thus ‘cocoon’ and ‘withdraw’
into purified atmospheres that, through ‘illusions of belonging’, induce social amnesia about
the climatic conditions outside – the ‘negative space’ (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2016,
159-161). Ecosophically speaking, human subjectivity and social relations are mediated by
capitalist atmospheric partitions.

Fig. 7. Broken glass on Brighton seafront or carbonised practices and melting polar ice? Photo: Lucy Sabin 2018.
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Literature Review

Atmosphere Indexed

Airspaces can be weathered and differentiated according to air’s ‘breathability’, which is a
possible translation of Irigaray’s ‘valeur respirable’ (1983, 13). Breathability refers to how
healthy or not air is to breathe. Often the term ‘quality’ – as in ‘air quality’ – is used to
express the same idea. Yet I argue that ‘quality’ in this context acts as a euphemism to gloss
over the lived and breathed effects of air pollution. There are three geopolitical points to
raise here.

First, qualifications of the breathability of air are being made at a time when human lungs
are constantly exposed to the material flows of transport, industry and other polluting
activities. The inevitable ‘acceleration of urban development’ has already changed the
‘aerial and atmospheric matter within which urban inhabitants must live’ (Adey 2013, 299).
Human activity is the main influencer of climate and environment – including air – hence the
Anthropocene. Air quality indices therefore tend to start from a context of accepting that
most of us are always already exposed to airborne contamination. In short, inhaling polluted
air is normalised.

Second, in geographic regions with more pollution, authorities may strategically set their
‘clean air’ gradation lower than recommendations from the World Health Organization
(WHO) (Choy 2012, 32). Given that we are always already exposed to contamination, and
have lived with industrialisation for decades, there is some leeway about what ‘clean air’ is
like to breathe. This brings us on to point three.

Third, when authorities decide upon air quality criteria, there is the question of
acceptability for whom? For instance, do standards reflect pollution levels that adult lungs
dwelling in elite urban zones and well-aired offices can withstand, or do they take into
account more vulnerable lungs belonging to children, the elderly, and those of lower
socioeconomic status (not to mention the growing and significant population with
respiratory preconditions)? (See Kurt et al. 2016.)
17
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These three grey areas – contamination as a given, intra-state standardisation of air’s
supposed breathability, and ambiguity about which breathers are being protected – mean
that the category of air ‘quality’ becomes less objective than it initially appears at face
value. Indeed, in Choy’s words, indices of the breathability of air can and do act as an
‘aesthetic technology’ to ‘manage the public perception of risk’ (2012, 33).

It is not hard to see that governing bodies would, for reasons of maintaining popularity,
resist releasing damning data on dangerously toxic levels of air quality without taking
public opinion into account.4 Leaders are concerned about the state of their air because it
reflects badly on them. So they redefine ‘air quality’ and institute it within their political
narratives of progress.

I have outlined three geopolitical motives for evaluating air quality; now let us examine how
indices are implemented in practice. I shall use the London Air Nowcast as an example (see
Fig. 8). The example seems fitting because I interview one of the analysts behind the online
air quality platform in Part One.

London Air is a top-down, centralised data platform commissioned by the UK’s
governmental Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). Its name and
cartographic display of data are modelled on meteorological forecasts, creating a sense of
familiarity for users who intuitively know how to interpret the information and can adapt
plans in response, just like they would respond in ‘agentic ways’ towards weather (Vannini
et al. 2012, 377). As pollution changes, we make changes; ‘[a]s the weather moves, we
move’ (ibid.).

London Air is a techno-scientific index of air quality. That is, it uses specially calibrated
technological instruments to conduct an indefinite scientific experiment. Tens of remote
sensors, which are geographically distributed across urban areas, have been set up to
Corporations may also use and misuse air quality data to represent the production processes and ongoing
emissions generated by their products in a more favourable customer-facing way. There isn’t scope to focus on
this issue within my current air quality discourse but see, for example, the Volkswagen scandal (epa.gov). The
vehicle manufacturer, which was caught cheating emissions tests, knew too well the popularity stakes of clean
air narratives.
4
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monitor three pollutants: Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Ozone (O3), and Particles (PM10 and
PM2.5). Findings from these sensors are primarily evaluated according to pre-determined
thresholds of breathability on a 13-point scale from ‘Low (1-3)’ to ‘Very High (10)’. The
findings from remote sensors are amalgamated to present one palpable ‘forecast’ or Air
Pollution Index (API). Note that there is no ‘Very Low’ on this 13-point scale. Below this
gradation, data is presumed to be off the scale and ‘Limited’ or non-existent, proof that the
Nowcast expects air pollution to be always already detectable.

Fig. 8. The Nowcast on London Air (londonair.org.uk). Accessed: 11th July 2019.

A use case for open-source data like London Air is that members of the public can navigate
through urban spaces via routes which are less polluted on the day in question. This
capability is especially important for those with respiratory conditions that are sensitive to
pollution spikes. However, hidden behind this assumed benefit is the fact that many people
do not have the choice to relocate: their homes and workplaces are in the contaminated
zones and they cannot access the urban spaces where clean air has been invisibly
commoditised. So, while indices of air pollution can and do draw public attention to
unhealthy air and create that space for intervention, at the same time intervening policies
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determine which bodies ‘gain access to breathable air, to life, and which bodies do
not’ (Nieuwenhuis 2018, 80).

In ‘informationally observed ways’, atmospheric pollution ‘cuts and divides insides and
outsides, breathable and polluted spaces’ (Parikka 2017, 5). Air pollution maps graphically
demarcate divisions between, and fluctuations within, assessments of air breathability, with
existential implications for breathers. These weighty and weighted judgements implicitly
condemn or affirm the regulation of polluting processes, attributable to those in power. On
an individual scale, airspaces may be perceived as less or more breathable. Yet these
perceptions occur within a global context in which air pollution is now accepted as the
norm.

Fig. 9. ‘breathe clean’ campaign by Tower Hamlets council. Tower Hamlets, London. Photo: Lucy Sabin 2019.
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Literature Review

Atmosphere Personalised

In contrast with air quality indices, which monitor ambient air, ‘personal exposure’ monitors
air that particular persons are exposed to. The approach is therefore more explicit about
which bodies or breathers are being taken into account than the types of ambient
monitoring described in the previous section. Personal exposure aims to approximate the
breathability of air that select individuals encounter as they move through spaces typically
of residential, professional or educational importance.

Personal exposure is therefore used for understanding the severity of pollution in a
particular context: ‘for specific and selected subject categories (e.g., susceptible individuals,
workers, etc.)’ (Borghi et al. 2017). Due to its specificity, however, ‘personal air pollution
exposures for large populations remains an elusive goal’ because it would require mass
participation and as much equipment to execute (Larkin & Hystad 2017, 463). That being
said, personal exposure can be methodologically interpreted in different ways; some
approaches could be seen as more personal than others.

In practice, personal exposure researchers will tend to look at the frequency, duration and
intensity of a person or group’s exposure to pollution in the micro-climates they inhabit and
travel through (Frey 2014). Researchers might fit subjects with wearable monitoring
devices or install ambient monitoring stations in situ, depending on the study’s focus.
Alternatively, to retrospectively understand the toll of pollution, researchers can use health
assessments or, in some cases, post-mortems (Marshall 2019). For instance, a recent
London Low Emission Zone (LEZ) study assessed ‘health markers’ (to test organ function
and detect disease) in over 2,000 school children, assigning ’annual exposures by each
child’s home and school address, as well as spatially resolved estimates for the 3 h (0600–
0900 h), 24 h, and 7 days before each child's assessment’ (Mudway et al. 2018).
Retrospectively, researchers mentally reconstructed a map of the atmospheres that the
children move through and in (their personal exposure data), so that the link between
physiological harm and polluted air was made palpable.
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These aforementioned interventions that take place during personal exposure studies
require little to no behaviour change on the subject group or individual’s part. However, in
the same vein, it could be seen as a drawback that participants are not encouraged to
engage critically with air quality. Instead, their bodies may simply act as vehicles for the
wearable sensors or as objects of medical investigation. Resulting attempts to link the
breather with the airspaces they inhabit are therefore reconstructed through technoscientific post-rationalisation.
Of course, a mixed methodology, where personal exposure is paired with another empirical
method that encourages citizen engagement, is possible.5 Jennifer Gabrys observes that air
quality monitoring and regulating are moving away from ‘official’ methods towards citizenled initiatives (2017a, 2017b). One story comes from a community in Córdoba, ’severely
affected by the indiscriminate use of pesticides’ (Sannazzaro 2017, 347), whose selfconvened members have conducted their own personal exposure research, collecting
testimonials and soil samples to campaign for the right to breathable air. Where authorities
are not providing access to centralised information for political motivations, ‘citizen
cartography [of personal exposure] allows us to visualise the possible existence of
aggressive or toxic agents in the community’ (ibid. 357).

Many examples of methodologies that combine personal exposure and citizen engagement are available at
Mapping for Change (https://mappingforchange.org.uk/projects/love-lambeth-air/). Accessed: 7 August 2019.
5
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Fig. 10. Spraying pesticides. Photo: Pixabay.
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Atmosphere Weaponised

One journalist reporting on the use of pesticides in Argentina refers to a popular
hypothesis that the authorities have instigated a chemical war (‘una guerra química’) that
seeks to control the rural towns (Zibechi 2015). Knowledge of harmful effects paired with a
lack of action is, indeed an incriminating example of ‘indigenous nations’ suffering the most
from atmospheric contamination (Simmons 2017). Echoing Parikka (2017), I argue that
unbreathable air caused by pollution can be perceived as a form of violence – an ‘invisible
suffering’ (Carel 2018) – whether utilised in warfare or as a by-product of burning fossil
fuels in the sense of Nixon’s ‘slow’ violences (2011). In Parikka’s words, ‘bad quality of air is
an issue that is itself a normalised and yet violent part of the conditions of living […] a
slower and more inconspicuous form of warfare’ (2017, 4).

Air quality may be framed by political agendas, as we saw in the previous sections. By
extension, it can also be weaponised. How can air be part of warfare? When it is turned
against those who breathe. Peter Sloterdijk (2009) puts forward ‘atmoterrorism’ as a term
to describe the weaponisation of atmosphere, with reference to the use of gas in war from
the beginning of the 20th century. This original weaponisation of atmosphere was ‘made
possible by the historical realisation that air, in the form of oxygen, could be modified or
withdrawn from the breather’ (Nieuwenhuis 2018, 79-80). Sloterdijk argues that chemical
weapons were a catalyst for a succession of innovations in modifying, withdrawing and
engineering atmosphere. He cites the gas mask as an ‘uncoupling of a defined volume of air
from surrounding air’ (2009, 46).

Instead of attacking bodies directly, atmoterrorism targets the environment enveloping
those bodies. The self is rejected from the world by hijacking its life force: breath. The
unscrupulous use of tear gas to terrorise environmental protestors in the French capital at
#COP21 (United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris) and Extinction Rebellion’s
non-violent direct action (Germanos 2019), is not without irony given the nature of climate
change experienced as violent upheavals of the Earth’s atmosphere (Nixon 2011).
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Atmosphere Posthumanised

So far I have discussed theories of atmospheres remembered, abstracted, socio-politicised,
indexed, and weaponised. In order to structure these ideas clearly, I have not yet
questioned the primacy of a human-centred experience of air. However, posthumanism
alerts us to the fact that humans are only one category of sentient entity inhabiting and
sensing the atmosphere which we share with other ‘nonhuman entities and agencies… with
the capacities to sense processes, gradients, and variations’ (McCormack 2018, 8).

The posthuman paradigm is 'an epistemological framework for supporting the elaboration
of alternative values and new codes of inter-relation that extend beyond human influence
and cognisance, but do not discount it’ (Bignall & Braidotti 2018, 2). In practice,
posthumanism becomes an ‘analytic [sic] tool for understanding the perspectival nature of
knowledge’ (ibid). To refer back to a previous example, the personal exposure approach to
monitoring air gathers sensory information from a human’s environment that is beyond
human phenomenology: while the subject breathes, the air being breathed is measured
‘behind the scenes’. Arguably, these technological devices are also experiencing and sensing
air ‘by processing and transforming particles… into measurements’ (Gabrys 2017a, 145).

Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos adopts a posthuman perspective of atmosphere, writing
imaginatively that ‘the human is replaced by […] the animal, the technological, the
monstrous (2016, 155). His view finds support in ‘multispecies’ ethnographic studies that
reveal the ‘interconnectedness and inseparability of humans and other life forms’ (Locke &
Muenster 2015; see also Haraway 2016, Tsing 2015, Gabrys 2018). Implicit in the
approach is the idea that human knowledge and experience of the world is enhanced by the
perspectives of non-human organisms.

Biomonitoring is an example of a practical method for investigating other species’
responses to variations in airspaces. It involves attending to the success or demise of a
particular species (bioindicator), which in turn suggests the environment’s overall health
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status (Purvis 2000, 77). Lichens are commonly recruited as biological indicators because
certain species are sensitive to atmospheric changes (ibid). The OPAL Data Explorer map
(Fig. 11) shows the distribution of nitrogen-tolerant lichens in red, indicating a prevalence
of nitrogen-containing pollutants across the UK. We shall revisit the Open Air Laboratories
(OPAL) study in Part One (see Evans, personal interview, 2019).
Beyond technology and other species’ accounts of air, matter also provides a source of
knowledge about air. Nondescript matter, or ‘dust’, reacts to and affects air’s qualities on a
global scale (this theory is implicitly exemplified by the aforementioned air quality indices
that monitor the movements of particles). Given that ‘matter speaks’ to us, there is a need
to ‘tool our senses’ and attune them to material flows (Jackson and Fannin 2011, 436).
Jane Bennett has pioneered the study of ‘vibrant’ matter (2009). She gives an example of
human waste disposal: ’our trash is not “away” in landfills but generates lively streams of
chemicals and volatile winds of methane as we speak’ (ibid., vii). According to her new
materialism, the methane itself is an ‘actant’ with a ‘vitality intrinsic’ to [its]
materiality’ (ibid., xiii). As we shall explore more deeply in the next section, we can become
attuned to atmosphere by focussing on what air as matter does, rather than what it is.

Fig. 11. OPAL Data Explorer online showing the distribution of nitrogen-sensitive lichens. OPAL (https://
www.opalexplorenature.org/dataexplorer/surveytype/airsurvey). Accessed: 5th July 2019.
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Atmosphere Materialised

Bryant remarks that ‘our tendency is to conceive objects as collections of properties or
qualities inhering in a substance’ (2015, 1). His observation is reminiscent of Irigaray’s
critique of philosophies that conflate solidity, preceded by a solid outer shell, with existence
(1983, 10). The latter assumption arises from an obliviousness towards air, the former
conveys an obliviousness towards the ‘vitality intrinsic’ to material ‘actants’ (Bennett
2009). Irigaray, Bryant, and Bennett position their theories as a departure from
metaphysical frameworks that define entities by what they are; instead their materialisms
focus on what matter does (Bryant 2015, 2). Choy’s ‘material poetics of place’ also draws
attention to ‘the material and meaningful ways in which air enters into human and
geographic life’ (Choy 2012, 22).

Clouds are an observable example of atmosphere’s permanent impermanence. The water
vapour of a cloud has undergone aeons of molecular voyages, with the water cycle moving
through and transforming the substances of land and sea. As a cloud’s overall shape morphs
we can attribute a category (perhaps cirrus, cumulus or stratus) to it, but ultimately we are
seeing a ‘sky-in-formation’ (Ingold 2007, S28). To understand how clouds work and relate
to the world, they are best understood in terms of activity.
As the cloud example shows, materialising atmosphere is a practice that focuses on air’s
movements and material flows. Another approach is to attend to the interface between
earth and air: where winds stir up ‘dust’, making ‘terrestrial things into atmospheric
ones’ (Choy, 2015, 214). Ingold theorises the Gibsonian surface of the land and how it is
affected by the medium of air (2007). He reasons that because ‘wind and weather leave
their mark on the land […] the land itself no longer appears as an interface separating the
two, but as a vaguely defined zone of admixture and intermingling’ (ibid., S33).

It could even be said that land and sky ‘breathe’ one another in a reciprocal exchange of
material flows. Lines between land and sky come to resemble Haraway’s ‘boundary
projects’ – conceptual borders drawn by mapping practices (1988). Even if temporarily
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partitioned by borders, atmosphere’s interfaces are always sites of contestation, of
movement, and can only be defined as separate if we freeze time.

As we have seen, atmospheres are not divided by hard borders like a geopolitical map of the
land or defined by a constant outer shell. Instead, they manifest through shape-shifting
interfaces. While Ingold claims that an interface separates, I would argue that the original
definition of interface by physicist James Clerk Maxwell provides a helpful understanding
of atmosphere’s paradoxical ability to form without fixation:

it is a boundary condition that both separates and holds contiguous as one body those
parts whose mutual activity, exerted from each part onto the other, is directed into and
channelled across that boundary condition in such a way as to produce a fluidity of
behaviour (Maxwell in Hookway 2014, 66).

Returning to the example of topology, the elements of earth and air are being and becoming
together through mutual activity, which separates them but also holds them contiguous.
Activity unfolds as time marches on, time being the dimension across which air as matter
reveals its fluid nature. Ingold writes that ‘[w]hile a trained eye and touch can read much
from a single footprint, even more can be read from a series’ (Ingold 2010, S129). A single
footprint is a photograph; a series is a series which implies a history, a narrative, a
movement; 'atmosphere is not a passive medium in which entities are immersed but a field
of kinetic and dynamic affects’, writes McCormack (2018, 28).

When it comes to mapping airspaces, then, there is a need to begin ‘not with geography but
with the stuff itself’ (Jackson & Fannin 2011, 438). Air is understood through movement, so
cartographic accounts of airspaces should start from there. Air enjoins or hosts other
materialities like dust and water droplets, suspending them like a solute in a solvent to hold
them as one body in a solution.

Mapping atmosphere becomes, then, a way of articulating an ever-changing relation
between entities and the aerial. It can be regarded as ‘onto-cartography’, put forward by
Levi Bryant as ‘both a theory of the space-time of objects as they interact and a method for
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mapping these interactions’ (2012, 4). Cartography is about attending to how things are
‘distributed and related to one another’, while ‘onto’ denotes ‘materially existing entities,
substances, or objects’ (ibid., 5).

Now we return to conscious respiration as an analogy for the self-world relation (a type of
onto-cartography from a first-person point of view). Through the process of breathing
‘forms of life sustain a relation of dependent exposure to an atmosphere by enveloping part
of that atmosphere for a limited duration’ (McCormack 2018, 31, my italics). Breathers are
not just impervious receptacles for air, however; we are transformed by it and we
transform it. Our relationship with air is ‘porous’ (Engelmann 2014). Through breathing we
‘continually and alternately gather the world into ourselves and release ourselves into the
world’ (Ingold 2015, 42). In this way, air unifies the breather and the breathed, muddying
‘the distinction between subjects and environs’ – the distinction between human and other
(Choy 2012, 25). The breathing subject is defined and sustained by the activities of air.

It could be argued that in sensing and attending to air’s qualities, the self embodies the
element and makes it conscious more palpably, for ‘the mind is not bounded by the body but
extends along the multiple sensory pathways that bind every living being into the texture of
the world’ (Ingold 2010, S135, see also Clark & Chalmers 1998). Ingold’s illustration
‘A’ (Fig. 12) suggests these sensory intra-actions through its organic swirling lines that
enmesh the subject, animating their hair and mimicking their body language. It contrasts
with ‘B’ to demonstrate the onto-cartographical shift entailed in remembering air’s material
vibrancy. In the next section, we shall cover the corresponding potential of aesthetics in
making air’s materialities palpable.
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Fig. 12. ‘A: The exhabitant of the earth. B: The inhabitant of the weather-world’. In Ingold (2007, S35).
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Atmosphere Aestheticised

Given that air is usually invisible and lets itself be forgotten (Irigaray 1983, 20), there
needs to be a kind of aesthetic shift so that it can be apperceived, i.e. perceived with
conscious awareness. The air may be ‘moved, coloured or lit in order to become
phenomenologically vibrant within the sensorially controlled circle of one’s
perception’ (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2016, 152). Here I will single out three examples
of scenographic methods which demonstrate how experiences of phenomenologically
vibrant or differentiated air can bring atmospherics to the foreground of onto-cartography.

First, Craig Martin recounts a walk on a foggy day in order to illustrate how ‘feelings of
disorientation force a phenomenological engagement with embodied immersion: one’s
body enveloped and entwined with space’ (2011, 454). He argues that where foggy
conditions subvert the ‘centrality of vision to aerial space’, the traveller can no longer
regard airspace as an empty void (ibid.). Lost in fog, the subject’s self-world relation in air is
problematised – and made palpable.

Second, a similar aesthetic shift was used in the public art installation Yellow Dust (YD)
designed by architect Nerea Calvillo for the Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism
in 2017. Under a crown of water vapour made palpable by stage lighting, interactants felt
droplets on their skin which dynamically represented levels of particulate pollution in the
city. The designer aligns her intervention with artist Mel Chen’s term ‘molecular
intimacies’ (Calvillo & Garnett 2019). Intimacy with pollution data was mediated by air that
was tinted and wet so that it could no longer be forgotten (see Fig. 13).

Third, Bettina Hauge identifies daily reminders of air via her sociological study of ‘air
management’ in Danish households (2013). By interviewing inhabitants, she found that
performing actions like opening windows and feeling the breeze on one’s skin made the
interface between atmospheres inside and outside palpable. The change in temperature,
movement and sounds from the outside reminded inhabitants of their immersion in air. One
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interviewee remarked: ‘‘[f]resh air should almost go through your body, I think, and not
stand still’ (Hauge 2013, 179). The research subjects demonstrated tacit knowledge of the
properties of air in terms of how they regulated its flow through their homes, transforming
their environment into ‘knowledge of the world precisely through the use of air’ (ibid., 184).

Fig. 13. Yellow Dust (YD), Seoul, 2017. In Calvillo and Garnett (2019).

As these three scenographic encounters show, when sensing air we are sensing in it,
perceiving in it and mapping the spaces around us from the perspective of immersed beings
(Ingold 2007, S29). Mapping atmosphere is, for the subject, a process of being and
becoming in air as opposed to observation from a static perspective within an empty void.
Sensing within air phenomenologically connects the cartographer with a vast and invisible
molecular ocean which ‘muddies the distinction’ between sensor and sensed by virtue of its
fluid material activities (Choy 2012). In more morbid terms, there can be no ‘interstice’
between the subject and the substance intravenously sustaining them (Irigaray 1983, 79).

When we aestheticise air, we are opening ourselves to the transcendental. In these three
examples above, air made palpable became a gateway to knowledge of something greater
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and intangible. The transcendental nature of air is largely due to this ability to impart
knowledge while remaining unreachable in its totality; airspaces cannot be sensed or made
sense of all at once. As McCormack writes, ‘this medium never fully discloses itself fully to
that entity’ (2018, 52). The elusiveness of air could explain the ‘allure’ felt by those studying
atmosphere or those simply drawn into atmosphere’s mysterious excess of meaning which
cannot be grasped all at once (McCormack 2018), hence Choy’s invocation of a ‘material
poetics’ of air as an aesthetic framing of air’s transcendent qualities (2012, 13).

Air’s transcendence lends itself to affective and creative responses. Human geographer
Sasha Engelmann, who is inspired by Choy’s material poetics, writes of art’s potential to
offer ‘sensuous and slightly more radical ways of registering, witnessing and tracing
evanescent states of matter and their surficial [sic] exchanges’ – across the aforementioned
earth-sky interface (441). Monet’s series of paintings of London, it has been argued,
‘provide a remarkable visual record of London’s climate and air quality at that
time’ (Thornes 2008, 575), while simultaneously enveloping the onlooker as a witness to an
evanescent Impressionist scene of matter in suspension. Art that is conscious of
industrialism’s effect on land and sky is inflected with the emotional response of the
witness and invites an emotional response from us.

I hold that the witnessing subject is practising first-person onto-cartography by framing
atmosphere as a scene or happening between interrelating entities. To illustrate, over the
many times that John Ruskin painted the Mer de Glace (‘Sea of Ice’) in the Mont Blanc
massif, the artist sought ‘to present the ice not as it was, but the ice as he saw it — to paint
the act of perception’ (Macfarlane 2019, 89). He was intimating his own self-world
relationship. Thanks to his career-long observation of Alpine landscapes, Ruskin was able
to notice glacial recession before the scientific explanation of climate change existed
(1879, 43). Contemporary artist Emma Stibbon writes that his ‘imaginative leap between
the outside observed world and the internal psychological landscape […] resonates with
contemporary anxieties about the environment’ (2019, 101).
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Fig. 14. Aiguilles by Emma Stibbon (2018). Indian ink and ground oyster shell on paper. Image: Courtesy of Alan
Cristea Gallery and the artist.
.
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Atmosphere Technologised

As a final note, alongside the contemporary concerns of air pollution and climate change
which have permeated this discussion, it is important to acknowledge that the very
‘infrastructures upon which forms of life depend are [increasingly] atmospheric’, with data
shared and stored via the metaphoric ‘cloud’ (McCormack 2018, 22). The race for faster
connectivity and data sharing requires harnessing the medium of air so that invisible
signals can zap through aerial space and entities. Information services, entangled in our
everyday lives, are moving towards a ‘global-wide sensor network’ of smart objects, smart
homes and smart cities (Antoniou et al. 2017, 380).

The entangled ‘relationship of media to nature’ is gaining new relevance due to climate
change and ‘superabundant data’ (Peters 2015, 1). While I do not have space to open a
discussion about electromagnetic signals that invisibly alter the fabric of our lives, I would
like to signal the relevance of ‘system mapping’ to my cartographic account of ecological
connectivity. In Joanna Boehnert’s words (2016, 15), system mapping is ‘a method well
suited for environmental communication since it can reveal relationships… and causality in
complex socio-ecological-politcal systems’. See, for example, Paul Baran’s illustration of a
distributed network (Fig. 15).

In sum, atmospheric cartography is an attitude of noticing, of remembering air and
reinserting it into our onto-cartography. In ‘Atmospheric Attunements’, Kathleen Stewart
argues that, either through everyday or momentous engagements with air, we partake in a
Heideggerian process of ‘worlding – an intimate, compositional process of dwelling in
spaces’ (2010, 445). Atmospheric cartography aims to make that Heideggerian process
conscious and flowing, by remembering air. As a practice, it acknowledges our place within
a multi-dimensional, multi-sensory medium for survival, perception, and affect.
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Fig. 15. Diagrams of different network configurations. In Baran (1964).
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(breathing space)
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PRIMARY RESEARCH: CURRENT APPROACHES TO
MAPPING ATMOSPHERE
The ‘Atmospheric cartographer’
In Ecologies of Comparison (2012), Choy sets about conceptually mapping the human
experience of air pollution in Hong Kong. In order to do so, he adopts ethnographic
methods. By observing human-air relations across the metropolis, Choy is able to outline a
‘political-economic geography of air’ where ‘the rich have access to good air, while the poor
are relegated to the dregs’ (ibid., 27). In effect, he maps the intersection of urban
infrastructure and social inequity atmospherically – by attending to variations in airspaces.

I propose an ‘atmospheric cartographer’ to be someone who systematically and
spatiotemporally records and makes palpable where air interfaces with itself, other material flows,
human bodies, devices, other species and/or matter. Just as the element of air is
transcendental and cannot be contained (Irigaray 1983, 149), I hold that maps of
atmosphere should not be a specialism of any one discipline; my aim is to compare
cartographic meaning arising from the purposes, values, and perspectives of different
mapping practices in a discipline-agnostic way, as described in the Methodology section.

To recap, I develop case studies of four interviews with atmospheric cartographers from
the arts and sciences who base their practices at least partly in or near to London as well as
other westernised urban environments. So their cartographies are designed to represent
air within comparable cultural climates and common ecological spacetimes. I compare the
four case studies on a spectrum of ‘perceived objectivity’ towards ‘perceived subjectivity’.
In doing so, I aim to emphasise that aesthetic, affective, and empirical attunements to
atmosphere are interlinked epistemologies. This insight is supported by relevant
theorisations of atmosphere in the Literature Review that resurface in the discussion.
Ultimately, I argue that artistic and scientific methods support one another in articulating
ecological connectivity.
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Dr Anja Tremper – Senior Air Quality Analyst
Interview 1/4
All citations from Tremper, personal interview 19th March 2019 – unless otherwise stated.

perceived objectivity

perceived subjectivity

Fig. 16. Camden — Euston Road Monitoring Station. London Air (londonair.org.uk).
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Purpose and Values
Dr Anja Tremper is a Senior Air Quality Analyst in the Environmental Research Group
(ERG) at King’s College London. At the ERG, Tremper works with ‘your normal particle
analysers and gas analysers that are used to monitor the regulation pollutants’. She has
been involved in personal exposure studies as well as biomonitoring (although the latter
was earlier on in her career).

Tremper states that her priority is to ‘make sure that the data is the best quality it can be’.
Her team is commissioned by a governmental department (DEFRA) to maintain continuous
air monitoring sites around London and analyse the data collected. The Daily Air Quality
Index (DAQI) amalgamates this data, namely readings of gas and particles within certain
ranges of density and size.

Monitoring air pollution remotely with specialist equipment has two main purposes. Firstly,
air quality ‘forecasts’ can be used as a tool for informing the public about ‘pollution
episodes’, so that those with susceptible preconditions, such as ‘COPD, asthma,
cardiovascular disease’, can map alternative routes. Openly publishing forecasts online 6 is a
means of informing individuals’ health choices from a centralised source: ‘they have the
information available online or on their phone and can change their day if need be’, Tremper
explains.

Secondly, as an analyst, Tremper is responsible for informing policymakers ‘if interventions
have worked, like the [London] Low Emission Zone or taking sulphur out of diesel’. Her
research has the practical outcome of actionable policy interventions. For example, she has
conducted personal exposure studies that track the effects of green infrastructure on air
quality in schools, measured via a remote sensing device in situ (Tremper & Green 2018).
Providing accurate information on the regulation pollutants is implicitly valued because of
its ability to inform and improve health behaviours and urban policy.

6

See: londonair.org.uk. Accessed: 10 August 2019.
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Fig. 17. Devices for monitoring ‘Organic Carbon and Elemental Carbon (PM10 and PM2.5)’ (Beccaceci et al.
2015, 5).
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Fig. 18. Magee Scientific Aethalometer (Black carbon PM2.5). ‘Aethalometers quantify Black Carbon on filter
samples based on the transmission of light through a sample’ (Beccaceci et al. 2015, 5-6).

Posthuman Perspective
Within Tremper’s practice, data about air is gathered from the perspective of a static device
which continuously ‘reads’ the flow of air as time passes. In this sense, it could be argued
that the remote monitoring approach ‘distances’ humans from engaging with air because it
interposes an ‘objective’ technological perspective, or ‘God’s eye view’, as we explored in
‘Atmosphere Abstracted’ (see Literature Review). However, this argument seems to
overlook the fact that there is a constant flow of information-sharing between technology
and the human researchers who express their intentions by calibrating and geographically
positioning the devices in accordance with human purposes, values, and perspectives.
Ambient monitoring could thus be viewed as an enhancement of the human perspective by
extending sensory networks beyond human capabilities (see ‘Atmosphere Posthumanised’).
Thanks to the devices, human phenomenology is complemented or extended to be able to
assess the air’s chemical composition continuously, repeatedly, and accurately over
multiple locations.
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This entanglement of sensors in the fabric of urban infrastructure is evidence of an
increasing reliance on a global sensor network as a way of managing aerial pollution in the
Anthropocene (see ‘Atmosphere Technologised’). Indeed, the air quality indices already
inform (or determine) human health behaviours and policy interventions. Remote
monitoring devices are a part of the urban landscape and impact the intra-actions of urban
dwellers with(in) air. The static repositories bear witness to transport fumes on roadsides,
watching and sensing air quality.

The researcher calibrates the machines to collect data according to pre-determined
criteria. The criteria signify the theoretical level of air’s breathability. Breathability, as
discussed in ‘Air Indexed’ is a subject-specific criterion because air is breathed differently
by different subjects. For example, in Tremper’s school study, it is acknowledged that
‘children are particularly vulnerable to the effects of poor air quality’ (2018, 6). Via the
data, the researcher watches or ‘weathers’ the fluctuations in breathability across urban
spaces.

Tremper’s own attitude of ‘weathering’ pollution is largely informed by her current work on
particles. She is investigating ‘the physical and chemical characteristics of particles’ outside
airports. Tremper explains that ‘airport particles are so small they can penetrate deeply into
our lungs’. Her concern is a practical example of the vulnerable porosity of the human body,
whose internal landscape constantly interfaces with the materialities of air (see ‘Air
Materialised’ and ‘Air Weaponised’).

It is difficult to reduce particles to any one characteristic, Tremper elaborates, due to the
processes that form them and their unknown origins: ‘they are a very complex pollutant…
not like a gas like NO2 where you have one specific gas’. She is concerned that we ‘don’t
know what makes particles bad’, and until we have these answers, there can be no informed
policy to protect breathers.

Her concerns are framed in terms of empirical questions: ’Is it the composition? Is it the
size? Is it the surface area? Is it the small ones?’ Then her enquiry becomes inflected with a
sense of wonder: ‘It’s quite fascinating how one thing […] particles […] It’s still fairly
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unknown […] it can vary so much […] it’s never the same’. The irreducible, ungraspable
nature of air is frustrating but also alluring to the analyst. Informed by data from suites of
remote monitoring devices, she imagines the perspectives of particles themselves, attuning
herself to air’s material flows:

They travel from continental Europe. The smallest particle can travel for hundreds of
kilometres, depending on weather conditions. There is evidence of combustion particles in
the Arctic. So they travel a long way […] depending on the size.

Fig. 19. Map from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to indicate particulate flow
(Beccaceci et al. 2015, 22).
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Laurence Evans – Evaluation and Data Manager
Interview 2/4
All citations from Evans, personal interview 11th February 2019 – unless otherwise stated.

perceived objectivity

perceived subjectivity

Fig. 20. Trialling OPAL’s Air Quality Survey. RCA, London. Photo: Moritz Dittrich 2019.
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Purpose and Values
Laurence Evans is the Evaluation and Data Manager for Open Air Laboratories (OPAL), a
research group based at Imperial College London with support from the Natural History
Museum. Having trained as an ecologist, Evans now interprets data from nationwide citizen
science experiments, including the OPAL Air Survey.7

The Air Survey asks young people and adults to look at trees in their local areas and record
the presence or absence of nine different lichen species. These bioindicator species
demonstrate varying tolerances to nitrogen-containing pollutants and are therefore
indicative of the pollutants’ prevalence in that area (Seed et al. 2013). The results from the
surveys are fed into an interactive map, the OPAL Data Explorer (Fig. 21).8

By inviting citizens to take part, Evans’ team gained access to data ‘they wouldn’t otherwise
have got’. Citizens are able to engage with OPAL surveys because the scientific
investigation is opened up and designed for a non-specialist audience. In Evans’s words,
‘Science is just a systematic methodical way of exploring a phenomenon […] the things you
look at, the questions you ask, the way you interpret it are all put through your cultural
experience, your values’.9

Evans reflects, however, that citizen science remains ‘controversial’ among scientists
because data is perceived as less reliable. There is also an ‘obvious issue’ with using lichens
because ‘air quality is not the only thing affecting where lichens grow’. For instance, ‘it’s not
the case that every tree has the potential to have every lichen’. The species is ‘not so good
at indicating anymore’, reiterated Tremper in her interview, because pollution isn’t ‘strong’
enough (personal interview, 2019). It is interesting, then, that OPAL’s Air Survey booklet
refers to DEFRA pollution maps to justify its scientific purpose (Seed et al. 2015, 2).
Arguably, the technological approach is perceived as ‘more objective’.
7

See https://www.opalexplorenature.org/airsurvey. Accessed: 11 August 2019.

8

See https://www.opalexplorenature.org/dataexplorer/surveytype/airsurvey. Accessed: 11 August 2019.

9Without

having mentioned ‘values’ in my questions, it was interesting to hear this meta-analysis.
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Fig. 21. OPAL Data Explorer for Air Survey. OPAL. opalexplorenature.org. Accessed: 11 August 2019.

Instead of prioritising the accuracy of air quality data, the Air Survey promotes ecological
citizenship. Evans states that ‘a lot of the time it’s about the broader benefits of engagement
beyond just the project itself’. One broader benefit is the pedagogical process: Evans
reports that OPAL have ‘trained thousands of teachers in leading outdoor learning classes’.
Another general advantage of the survey is ‘community cohesion’ and the ‘networks of
voluntary sector that flow from it’.

These benefits are not explicit in the quantitative Data Explorer map. Instead, Evans
measures and maps community engagement in terms of stories, stating that ‘the best thing
to do in evaluation is to collect stories’. These stories may be presented ‘alongside some
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facts and figures’. Yet Evans claims that stories are ultimately ‘how people really gauge […] a
project’s success […] telling stories is how we’ve developed as human beings’.

Perspective
Lichens are composite organisms with a tendency to concentrate elements in their
environment (Purvis 2000, 77). They are also perennial, long-lived and widespread (ibid.).
In biomonitoring, the species category serves a similar scientific purpose to that of
Tremper’s remote monitoring devices that ‘sense’ air pollution: certain lichens tolerate
certain atmospheric conditions, so their presence or absence has atmospheric meaning.

Lichens are, of course, a less numerically reliable indicator than technological devices
because their growth is organically determined by a matrix of conditions beyond just
particles and gases in the air. As Evans pointed out, ‘it is not the case that every tree can
have every lichen’. Yet biomonitoring with lichens affords ‘broader benefits of engagement’
beyond numerical accuracy. I have argued elsewhere that while technologically-generated
indices seem ‘abstracted from the biological experience of air pollution’, biomonitoring data
‘are communicated in terms of survival rates – stories of thriving or declining – which are
inextricably linked to […] environmentalist discourses and sentiments of loss’ (Sabin 2019,
92). So the method is ‘less about a numerical value, and more about an ongoing set of
transformative effects that even rematerialise and remake environments’ (Gabrys 2018,
360). Similar to the embodied concept of ‘weathering’ climate change, biomonitoring thus
‘invites us to consider what we will lose along the way’ (Neimanis & Hamilton 2017).

As a research journey, then, I argue that biomonitoring has ‘a meaning in excess of its
purported scientific telos’ because it tells a story about air pollution from another species’
point of view (Sabin 2019, 92). It is also an embodied engagement out in the open air where
human communities (‘networks of voluntary sector’) and plant communities
(phytosociological networks) co-produce knowledge about atmosphere. By corroborating
our hypotheses about air pollution with the experience of another species, we affirm
‘changes in air quality that we may have observed or intuited less assuredly through our
own respiratory experiences or received knowledge’ (Sabin 2019, 93).
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As a circumstantial ‘mode of attunement’ to ‘different infrastructures of sensing’ that
cultivates ’ongoing responsiveness’ (McCormack 2016, 10), biomonitoring can be regarded
as a posthuman ‘worlding project’. The ecological practice ‘frames the human view as one
among many’, attuning researchers to the microcosms of other species (Sabin 2019, 93).
Biomonitoring is an assemblage of sensory infrastructure and experience specific to and
transcendent of species categories. Its posthuman stories therefore debunk the God’s eye
view of atmosphere (see ‘Atmosphere Abstracted’) by drawing attention to the perspectival
nature of knowledge. The activity of moving through a landscape and noticing how others
live their lives – the ‘art of noticing’, as Tsing calls it (2015) – attunes us to the shared
nature of atmosphere: our posthuman ‘pneumatic commons’ (Cervenak 2018, 167).

Fig. 22. Xanthoria Parietina on farmland near Scarborough. Photo: Lucy Sabin 2019.
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Dr Kate McLean – ‘Smellmapping’
Interview 3/4
All citations from McLean, personal interview 3rd April 2019 – unless otherwise stated.

perceived objectivity

perceived subjectivity

Fig. 23. ‘Summer Streets Smellmapping, Astor Place, NYC’, 2017. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Purpose and Values
Dr Kate McLean is a researcher and artist who has developed methods for mapping smell.
She uses collaborative ‘smellwalks’ in cities around the world to create visually stylised
‘smellmaps’ that draw on her experience as a graphic designer (see Fig 23). In contrast with
the intentions of the previous two interviewees, McLean’s practice does not claim to collect
objective data; instead, she is interested in the intersubjective experiences of participants.
Like Evans, but in a more extreme way, McLean uses her ‘artistic licence’ to prioritise
subjective engagement.

The artist explicitly states: ‘I’m much more interested in the human experience of smelling
than I am in the smells themselves’. While she does demonstrate knowledge of laboratory
methods for classifying and simulating smells, her aim is not to strive for quantitative
accuracy in her smellmaps; McLean describes her work as ‘pure phenomenology’, as
opposed to citizen science and ambient ‘odour monitoring’. This distinction is perhaps a
conscious effort not to universalise or generalise the data collected so as not to ‘dilute the
personal experience’.

Passionate about engaging local participants to experience their local environments
through their noses, McLean wants smells to retain their ‘personal experience’ as well as
their ‘cultural significance’ and ‘environmental or ecological context’. The main benefit of
this holistic approach is that participants are encouraged to immerse themselves in
‘smellworld’, to ’pay heed to’ and observe the olfactory landscape through an under-used
sense in a way that articulates ecological connectivity of ‘the environment, social relations,
and human subjectivity' (Guattari 2000, 19-20). Referring to a standard smellwalk, she
states ‘it’s an hour of your life and then you can describe a “smellscape" to somebody and I
think there’s value in that’.
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Fig. 24. ‘Summer Streets Smellmapping, Astor Place NYC’, 2017. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Perspective
McLean’s work adopts an intersubjective perspective. She describes a smellmap in
Marseille with a group of students from different creative backgrounds – ‘graphic [design],
interior [design], architects, and event designers’. In multidisciplinary groups, the
participants were allotted one twelfth of the city to map. The artist states that she learned
an ‘enormous’ amount from ‘their visualisation and manufacturing of maps’. Participants
used their different areas of expertise to represent airspaces through olfactory experience,
‘collectively’ sensing ‘rather than individually’ sensing.

In each smellmap, the focus is not just on charting where the smells were received, but on
the flows of smell molecules from the material surface to the human nose. McLean’s maps
use encoded colours, as a kind of ‘forced synaesthesia’, with contours to show the
‘volumetric space’ between the source and the subject. The volumetric space must contain
the necessary atmospheric conditions for molecules to be conveyed – such as ‘moisture’
and ‘air currents, flows, turbulence, eddies’. As such, McLean’s approach draws attention to
the ‘ecological, environmental context’ of each smell in terms of atmosphere’s invisible
material flows (see ‘Atmosphere Materialised’).

Like Tremper, who describes how weather patterns can transport tiny combustion particles
across continents, McLean attends to the airborne voyages of smell molecules.
Aesthetically, her work intimates this elusiveness of the element of air. Intersubjective
smell data is transposed artistically into a cartographic composition of vibrant organic lines,
suggesting movement upon a background of whitespace, ‘eluding to absence’. The absence
is not an empty void in atmosphere, but a place left unqualified by human senses. Air, after
all, can never be fully understood, from a scientific or artistic perspective – ‘this medium
never fully discloses itself fully to that entity’ (McCormack 2018, 52).

McLean’s Smellwalks are a ‘molecular intimacy’ (Calvillo & Garnett 2019) where the
subject’s state of immersion in air’s material flows is made palpable. To put it simply, when
we smell, we breathe. By conscious smelling, we are aware of an exchange taking place. It is
an information exchange whereby air provides our bodies with knowledge (Hauge 2013).
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Through smelling, as in breathing, we ‘continually and alternately gather the world into
ourselves and release ourselves into the world’ (Ingold 2015, 42). We are perceiving in
atmosphere (Ingold 2007, S29) via the internal landscape or interface of our olfactory
organs; we are held contiguous within it as atmospheric beings. McLean’s mapping practice
invites us to translate pre-verbal information about the invisible molecules in the airspaces
around and now within us into a dance of colours and forms. It is a material poetics of air
(Choy 2012).

Fig. 25. Participant in ‘Summer Streets Smellmapping, Astor Place, NYC’, 2017. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Michaela French – ‘Durational Observation of Light’
Interview 4/4
All citations from French, personal interview 3rd April 2019 – unless otherwise stated.

perceived objectivity

perceived subjectivity

Fig. 26. ‘Orbit’ in Communicating the Intangible exhibition, RCA 2016. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Purpose and Values
Michaela French is an artist researching the embodied experience of light. As she explained
during our interview, her work is inspired by the visual perception of light as it travels
through the ‘medium’ of atmosphere to be reflected by ‘surfaces’. Strongly influenced by
James J. Gibson’s The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (1986), French holds that
‘light is ecology and ecology is light – there is no life without the sun.’

By virtue of consciously and repeatedly observing light, the artist has trained herself to
perceive light ‘in the foreground’. This realisation came when ’the material of the world
wasn’t the primary focus anymore […] the shape […] colour […] quality of the light became
the thing I saw best’. Her change in focus gave rise to the development of a new method
which she terms the ‘durational observation of light’. The method consists in observercentric recordings of the colours created by scattered light on the horizon throughout
entire days, spread across a year. Orbit Series (Fig. 27) is a colour spectrum and mapping of
daylight in chronological sequence.

The artist’s subjective and rigorous methods essentially involve observing ‘air quality’,
which ‘changes seasonally so you get a very different kind of light in the spring as the sun’s
getting higher and higher […] because of the colour of the earth in winter it’s much greyer
and flatter’. Her artistic outlook is reminiscent of Ruskin’s early observations of climate
change through his attunements to industrialised processes affecting atmospheric and
glacial aesthetics (see ‘Atmosphere Aestheticised’). To give a contemporary example,
natives of the Canadian Arctic, who traditionally relied on the sun to navigate, have
observed that light on their horizon is now behaving differently: ‘The crystalline structures
of ice and snow that once reflected an image of a stable and predictable world are twisting
and morphing’ (Schuppli 2016, 201).

There is beauty framed by an acknowledgement of impermanence woven throughout
French’s atmospheric cartography. Speaking about attempts to curate a ‘Museum of Light’
with archived ‘specimens’, she says ‘you’re trying to contain the impossible […] you can’t
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actually catch light’. Like air, ‘light will do what it does and you just have to make these
structures around it or with it, incorporating it to allow it to do what it does but to see it in
different ways’.

Through her method of ‘durational observation’, she highlights time as the dimension which
brings atmospheres into being as quickly as it takes them away. The best way to catch light,
reflects French, is not by using light itself, but through affect. She cites Emily Dickinson’s
1861 poem There’s a Certain Slant of Light (1999) which intimates the light ‘Sent us of the
Air [sic]’ on ‘Winter Afternoons [sic]’. French muses that ‘you absolutely get the sense […] of
what that light would feel like’.

Ontologically, light exists through shifting interactions between medium and surface, as the
Inuit navigators found: ‘everything is in that state of flux, that state of interaction and it’s
just a case of looking for patterns within those interactions’. This attunement to light
affects French’s onto-cartography in a profound way. ‘From my point of view’, she states,
‘there is no matter, it’s all just light’. ‘It's energetic vibration and there’s more and more
evidence coming through that this is the case.’

Fig. 27. ‘Orbit Series’, Michaela French 2016. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Perspective
Her research is situational and immersive. French can remember where and when each
durational observation took place: ‘in looking at the light, except for Ohio in July or June
which was very blue and one in Berlin which was very grey, they [the recordings] were done
from my place in Hertfordshire’. She frames her human perspective of light in Gibsonian
terms, informed by modern physics:

The medium for us it’s air… open enough that light can travel freely through it. If there
were no surfaces and no substances, then we wouldn’t see light... you only know light is
there when it has something to hit… which is why space looks like it doesn’t have any light.
– French, personal interview 2019.

Like McLean, French’s research is informed by scientific theories, but her practice is lead by
direct, subjective observation. Both artists are united in their belief in an ecological
account of phenomenology in which all sensory systems are interconnected channels for
‘experiential knowing’ and being/becoming in the world. As French remarks, ‘there’s a really
nice thing in Gibson’s paradigm about not seeing the senses as separate channels’. Indeed,
speaking of her data collection process, she recalls that ‘it was more than just my sight, of
course; I was sitting in that space, I remember the temperature, I remember what the
sounds were and how it smelled’.

While McLean brings together participants to create intersubjective smellmaps, French
focuses on the individual experience. Her work is an introspective process from the artist’s
particular point of view – geographically, sensorially, and affectively. Her reflective analysis
permeates the whole process of durational observation, summed up in the rhetorical
question ‘what patterns are emerging… from these tiny little repetitions that are a pattern,
what kind of meta-patterns can be observed?’
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Fig. 28. Orbit No.2 - 21st January 2016. Location: Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, UK. Sunrise: 07:54 Sunset:
16:29. Photo courtesy of the artist, Michaela French.
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SYNTHESIS: CHARTING ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY
IN AIR
A Summary of Approaches to Mapping Airspaces
● Atmospheric cartography may be commissioned by governments and lead by experts
with a sophisticated suite of specially-calibrated instruments. This continuous
monitoring prioritises repeatable investigations that produce comparable data on
daily ‘air quality’. Air quality is the idea that air can be rated according to
predetermined criteria of gaseous and particulate composition considered to have a
negative impact on health.
● Air quality indices tend to rely on remote sensors that monitor ambient air in situ.
These technological networks are an ecological structure unto themselves that are
enmeshed with human life, epitomised by the notion of a ‘smart city’. The intelligent
systems already influence our behaviour in terms of collecting data that affect urban
policy interventions and warn inhabitants about ‘good’ or ‘bad’ air in their area.
● Personal exposure is the study of air quality in specific cases, which is less
generalisable but useful for addressing local concerns like reimagining shared
spaces. It can take many perspectives: remote sensors on site, wearable sensors
worn by inhabitants as they move through airspaces, or health assessments. So the
perspective of personal exposure is not necessarily personal to the breathers.
● Inhabitants may take it upon themselves to carry out atmospheric cartography,
monitoring their own personal exposure. They may self-convene in distributed
political initiatives that respond to environmental crises. Or they may volunteer as
citizen scientists (if maximising public engagement overrides perceived accuracy or
gives access to a wider range of data sampling).
● Biomonitoring involves attending to bioindicators – species which indicate the
health of an ecosystem. The method necessitates direct engagement between
researcher and the bioindicator, so it conveys the lived impact of environmental
degradation. However, bioindicator species are affected by an irreducible number of
variables so biomonitoring data are not as quantifiably reliable as remote sensors.
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● If atmosphere is felt and sensed by more-than-human agencies, a postphenomenological approach investigates or speculates about sensory experiences of
atmosphere that transcend human experience, such as material flows. An ‘airy
aesthetics’ and sense of wonder often motivate researchers as they become more
attuned to the element of air, its impermanent manifestations and irreducible
materialities. These approaches communicate a self-world relationship, or ontocartography, where self and world are intimately intertwined. The ungraspable
nature of atmosphere from the insider’s point of view may give rise to affective
responses.
● Lastly, the dimension of time enables cartographers to capture and communicate
atmospheric fluctuations. Given that atmosphere is defined by perpetual material,
gaseous, energetic and emotional flows, it makes sense to map it over time as well as
space. Time is already a variable in longitudinal studies of atmosphere, from
geographic information systems illustrating climate predictions to biomonitoring a
species’ survival rates year on year. Yet I put forward the necessity to position
subjects as inhabitants of that time, as a commitment to monitoring, sensing or
‘weathering’ the causalities of posthuman-atmosphere relations from within.
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Conclusion
If a binary distinction is to be made in this paper between the artistic and scientific
approaches to mapping airspaces, then perhaps it should be that the scientists claim to
research air quality (what air is in itself) whereas the artists are preoccupied with the
qualities of air (how air is experienced by subjects). However, this dichotomous assumption
– that science can tell us what objectively is, while art can offer an affective response –
does not pay heed to the element of air. As new materialisms show us, air is its
experiencing.

Ingold reminds us that the wind is not inherently ‘a thing that blows’, rather ‘it is its blowing’
(2007, S31). Likewise, instead of investigating what air is like to breathe, we investigate
what air breathes like. Bryant reiterates we should focus on ‘what entities do’, rather than
conceiving of ‘objects as […] properties or qualities inhering in a substance’ (2012, 1-2).
This ontological reframing is particularly pertinent when it comes to theorising
atmosphere. For atmosphere is constantly in formation.

Humans can only live in air (Irigaray 1983, 15), so cartographers are necessarily beings
immersed in air. Air, the ‘medium’, is ‘the very condition of inter-action’ (Ingold 2010, S132).
So atmosphere is not a thing apart from us with an abstract ‘quality’. Instead, atmosphere
arises through its being felt and sensed by more-than-human networks. Cartographic
meaning reveals individual and collective relations in the world in terms of priorities and
perspectives.

Perspectives on air are partial and can never fully grasp it, resembling the philosophical
problem of consciousness trying to understand or represent itself (see Smith 2017). Our
identity and vitality are interlaced with the atmospheres enveloping us. So there is no fixed
divide between aerial conditions and how we feel. Atmospheric cartography is therefore
‘atmospheric’ in two interrelated ways. On the one hand it provides an empirical account of
air. On the other, it holistically immerses the subject within that airspace. It is an
atmospheric scenography where self and world have fluid borders.
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The interface between self and world is palpable in the breath. Respiration reveals a porous
body, a porous self, a membranous self-world relation. Remembering our indebtedness as
inhabitants and consumers of air, we must balance two burdens: the ability to ‘weather’
atmospheric changes on an embodied level (the air that moves through our bodies right
now), while navigating climatic conditions on a global level.
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APPENDIX
A. Interview Transcripts
Dr Anja Tremper Interview
19th March 2019

(The DEFRA Air Quality Index a
mix of all the pollutants together)

the lichens to be so good at
indicating”

Tremper’s background?

Where do the particles come from?

Pollution impact on human health?

Did a degree in environmental
sciences
Was a very broad degree
For my final year project
I focussed on biomonitoring of air
pollution
I used mosses to monitor metal
uptake in plants
Continued that in my PhD
University of Hertfordshire
Was also on impact of metals on
mosses
6.58
Joined ERG as data analyst
Looking after data and instruments
Away from the biomonitoring side
of things

“In the city, it is mainly transport
pollutants. But, depending on the
weather, you can also have
secondary pollutants, which are
gases absorbed by particles that
are already in the air, or they form
into a particle. So you get, for
example, sulfates, nitrates, various
components that have actually
come from a long way away”

“It’s still nitrogen oxides and
particles. They are still breaching
the regulations”

What kinds of instruments?
“The network uses a whole suite of
instruments”
“When I started at the university I
worked with your normal particle
analysers and gas analysers that
are used to monitor the regulation
pollutants”
Need to monitor ozone, sulfur
dioxide, that sort of thing to remain
within international levels
Now working more with research
instrumentation to look at the
“physical and chemical
characteristics of particles”

12.15
“They travel from continental
Europe. The smallest particle can
travel for hundreds of kilometres,
depending on weather conditions.
There is evidence of combustion
particles in the Arctic. So they
travel a long way, depending on the
size.”
Has air quality changed?
“I think the nitrogen oxide levels -which can then potentially form
into nitrates -- have gone up since
the 2000s and have reduced or
stabilised since about 2010”

Are the regulations up to date with
scientific knowledge?

“But I think what is more
noticeable is that you have a lot
less sulfur dioxide because, first of
all, you don’t have a lot of coal
burning like the UK did in the ‘50s.
Also, the sulfur was taken out of
diesel. Therefore the sulfur levels
have actually dropped quite
signidficantly”

“Always a slight time lag between
what is known and what is
manifested in policy”
We are contracted by DEFRA, or
by the local authorities to manage
their data or analysers. They then
have to report back”
“We make sure that the data is to
the best quality it can be”

“Lichens were quite longstanding
for biomonitoring in cities. So it
was the absence or the presence
of a species. But in a way they are
not sensitive enough anymore.
They are not such a good indicator
because pollution levels have
dropped overall. So we don’t have
that strong pollution anymore for
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“The problem with particles is that
people don’t know what makes
particles bad. Is it the composition?
Is it the size? Is it the surface area?
Is it the small ones? Because they
are a very complex pollutant. They
are not like a gas like NO2, where
you have one specific gas”
“If you have a particle, that can
mean a whole range of things. It
can be a whole host of
components”
“Depending on their size, they can
go deep into your lungs or be
filtered out earlier on in your
respiratory system”.
Sense experience?
“It’s an irritant gas. I’m not entirely
sure about the biological
mechanism of it”
What triggers the response?
“You can also have a trigger with
Ozone. Produced in photochemical
reactions.
“They’re just irritant gases. But I’m
not sure what the mechanism is in
the lungs to trigger that
experience”
Communicating your research?
“A lot of what we do is informing
the public so they can react to
pollution episodes if they need to.
People who are very sensitive to
air pollution, who might have a
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precondition like COPD, Asthma,
Cardiovascular disease. They have
the information available online or
on their phone and can change
their day, if need be”
“This afternoon, I’m not going to go
for a walk, even though I planned it,
because the pollution levels are so
bad”
Your app?
“You can map routes like higher
and lower pollution routes, you can
check the forecast, you can adjust
your day with the pollution in mind”
“The other side of information is
informing policymakers if
interventions have worked like the
low emission zone or taking sulfur
out of diesel”
“Checking back if policies have
worked”
Your research network?
“Our broader department is quite
interdisciplinary. The ERG has a
monitoring team, we also have a
team that deals with personal
exposure”
Personal exposure?
“I’m mainly monitoring ambient air.
Whereas the modellers fill the gap
and calculate what the levels would
be”
“They model future scenarios”
“Personal exposure is different
because you’re not standing by a
monitoring station every day. The
air in your house is very different,
you take the tube, bus, whatever
you do. So personal monitoring is
more getting a sense of what you
as an individual are breathing in,
taking into account that you might
not be by a road every day”
“You have personal monitors that
you can take around. The
modelling of personal exposure can
look at outdoor environments,
outdoor environments, then do

questionnaires to see how many
hours people spend in each
environment.”

“We’ve been running the
equipment there since June last
year”

How do personal and ambient
relate?

“Reigate have monitoring stations
near there anyway”

“The personal monitor are not as
sensitive so they are often crosscalibrated with the data from the
ambient monitors”

“We just use two of their
monitoring stations”

What does the monitoring station
look like?
“We have over 100 monitoring
stations in London. They look like
an electrical cabinet. Then we have
others that look like a small
portacabin. The easiest one to see
is outside Marylebone station and
it looks like a wooden cabin”
The data?
“You can access pretty much all the
monitoring stations via our
website”
“It’s government-funded, or local
authority funded”

“If you think about it, with particles
it’s very difficult because what is
regulated is particles smaller than
10 micro metres in size.
“It’s like having a pot of beans that
weighs 500g. But instead of having
a pot of beans, you have cous cous.
They might be well below the
regulation amount but the
particles are so tiny they might still
be dangerous. So we are not
looking at mass, but size”
Concluding

Public engagement?

“It’s quite fascinating how one
thing -- particles -- there’s such a
wide variety of their size
composition. It’s still fairly
unknown… it can vary so much…
it’s never the same”

“A colleague tested the impact of
pollution at schools near busy
roads”

Laurence Evans Interview
11th February 2019

Next big project?
“I’m looking at the particle number
concentration near airports. It’s
with a group based in Leicester
and they are looking at noise
pollution and its impact on
cardiovascular disease”
“It’s becoming increasingly
important because as we are
getting more to grips with the
traffic side of things, other sources
are becoming more obvious”
“Airport particles are so small that
they can penetrate very deeply
into the lungs”
Methods?
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OPAL has been set up to be as
widely accessible as possible
Survey packs designed to be
appropriate for pre-teen and up
The idea initially, in 2007, the idea
was that it would be a survey pack
Imperial was the hub that lead it all
Then we had partners
Their job was to use the survey
with local schools, community
groups, and much more rarely
businesses
Could target harder to reach
communities in schools
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The thing that allowed us to do
that was having a proactive
network

The data set is noisy but to a
certain degree it’s hard to tell how
noisy it is.

initially you would have to login to
submit your results, then you could
track it

The main beneficiary group from
OPAL have been school groups

Some of the surveys

The decision was not to do that
because it was restricting
submissions

A lot of the data has been
submitted by schools
A whole variety of people taking
part
It’s still open now
If we change methods then
comparability is reduced
The dilemma is that there wasn’t
an end date in sight
We have to some degree a noisy
data set
You can still see patterns and
papers have been published off the
back of those
ME: 5.59 question: data is where
people live
The pollution index is actually
incorrect in that it’s based upon
the abundance of nitrogensensitive and nitrogen-tolerant
lichens
Obviously air quality is not the only
thing affecting where lichens grow
It’s not the case that every tree has
the potential to have every lichen
So essentially the way that that
score works is the proportion of
nitrogen-loving lichens versus
nitrogen sensitive
The only thing we can really say
from the data on a site by site basis
If there is nitrogen-sensitive
lichens on a site then the air
pollution is probably not going to
be bad
7.52 -- background is acquatic
science

The difficulty with it is everyone
has their own underlying values
and belief systems but how…
(Brexit)
10.25 -- You’re more than
welcome to all of the data for your
purposes
>>> One of the things you’ve got
to be reminded of, especially
coming from a science background,
is tacit knowledge. Things that you
may know and take for granted.
One of the best things about OPAL
OPAL’s main approach
Social -- funded by Big Lottery
>> The engagement always came
first. Sometimes we’d work with
learning difficulty groups…
12.24 -- the citizen science survey
has value in itself?
This is a controversial thing. A lot
of practitioners believe that if a
scientist isn’t analysing the data
then it is
13.12 There are some instances
where citizen science allows you to
do things you wouldn’t be able to
otherwise
Speaks about NZ flatworm…
A good example of tapping into the
right community
We put the survey card into RHS
and garden magazine
Got access to peoples’ gardens
15.44 so citizen science, it can
allow you to do research that you
otherwise couldn’t
16.03 a lot of the time it’s about
the broader benefits of
engagement beyond just the
project itself
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17.05 In terms of tracking
individuals, that’s been a real
challenge
17.31 now they can go onto the
data explorer COLLAB MAP
17.48 as much as possible we try
to refer them onto other projects
anecdotally rather than
systematically, we know of people
that have progressed on and on
There was one school kid who
went on to do more surveys, lead
surveys, and now he’s studying
environmental science
18.23 — He even came and did
work experience in our office
OPAL community champion
It’s interesting in terms of
unexpected findings
as part of the evaluation process
we give out feedback forms
the first part was a very basic rate
what did you think of the course
the back side was a space where
you can use words, pictures,
whatever you want
19.48 some of the feedback forms
you can see the learnign. for
instance, they’ll draw an
earthworm with a saddle
you get some really cute things
There's one survey where they’re
digging the soil pit and they
accidentally chop a worm in half so
all the kids write “RIP Mr Wriggly”
20.50 It should, in retrospect, be
before and after because you need
to see what their perceptions were
before
21.12 in quantitative
environments, people are quite
scared of using qualitative, ‘loser’
feedback
but to be quite honest, and this is
from an evaluation point of view, I
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can spit statistics at someone until
I’m blue
But it’s the stories that matter
That’s actually how a lot of the
most effective communication that
we do about subjects that matter is
through stories, through making
the human connection
22.10 school groups — the
cohesiveness within the class
group has been strengthened
22.50 curriculum restraints,
budget restraints…
23.08n implies that everything you
can learn is indoors
23.35 something real and tangible
that happened rather than in an
abstract sense
24. one of the things that I’m
aching to do is to revamp the
website so it’s more explicitly clear
what’s happening with the data
24.56 the appetite is always for
new projects, new methods, new
studies
It's crucial to advance with science
>>> but a lot of these surveys have
a lot of educational value
That's why the data explorer has
been created so people can go in
and use the data for local studies,
rather than just relying on the
scientists to churn out papers and
relay back
the website was initially hosted at
the NHM and was done by their
comms team
when OPAL started in 2007 it was
only nationwide
It was initiated by OPAL but
heavily supported by NHM

Our database was in two parts —
one from NHM …
…
A lot of fiddling with datasets,
mapping datasets
did you already have in mind how
you would do the visualisation?
30.50 our scope to accommodate
recommendations is a little bit
limited
there are a lot of other more offthe-shel…
33.44 the challenge we’ve got with
the air surveys is using a biological
indicator
33.53 you just wouldn’t have the
little benefits, the social outcomes,
the community cohesion, the
networks of voluntary community
sector that flow from it
We’ve trained thousands of
teachers in leading outdoor
learning classes
a lot of these teachers aren’t from
a science background
so their confidence with taking
these classes is often very low
one of the big things that scare
them is the kids asking the
question and them not knowing
the answer
just from a data collection pov,
we’ve managed to get hold of data
that we wouldn’t otherwise have
gotten
35.16
It’s going to depend upon the
phenomena you’re looking for
what are the chances of an error of
omission — type 1 and type 2
errors
how rare is the thing we’re looking
for
In terms of the actual survey itself

OPAL England phase came to close
in 2014 and OPAL UK began

36.27 actually I think it’s a really
neat survey

Analyses then began

36.54 the survey was designed for
paper
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actually translating it into an app
has been quite difficult
how could you put the data entry
forms onto an app
37.33 image recognition?
having photos that you can use to
verify observations is quite
important
we need to know the accuracy
38.12 google funding bid —
species identification
38.50 training data
the use of technology in surveys
and data collection obviously from
a data quality pov is massive. But
from an education pov, there’s a
question mark, I would say. One of
the things about technology is that
it requires skill and the technical
infrastructure around the apps.
That’s a big challenge. It’s
expensive as well. And like the
surveys we could have
40.12 how do you think we could
make the most of the data?
making it as open as possible for
researchers to use
so i put some of the data on the
national biodiversity network
Data-sharing
the actual specific data that we
collected
42.10 more feedback to the
participants. that’s really the key
thing in this, putting the user at the
heart of considerations
it’s quite easy to think that’s what
people want…
43.30 the lichens are being shown
in Glasgow Science centre
>> can put in contact with
community scientist that did that
44. they had these lichen on tiles
so you could put them under UV
light and classify them
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4
13.30 they can’t value something
that they don’t conceive of
It occured to me that I might think
that you’ve got to protect
freshwaters
I think about all of the complex
biological processes going on…
Whereas the person that I may be
telling doesn’t have the same view
of the world
55.46 The OPAL survey is about
encouraging people to explore
what’s actually there
KNOWING THROUGH DOING
56.13 That’s building blocks…
It’s very difficult to put yourself
into the shoes of someone with a
different perception of what is out
there
Design can be a lot of things. If
we’re talking about user-focussed
design, you can approach that in a
scientific manner
-6.25
Science is just a systematic,
methodical way of exploring a
phenomena
You don’t need to be a scientist to
do that
The way we day-to-day function as
humans is our emotions
We are not just these robots…

The best thing to do in product
evaluation is to collect stories
Present them alongside some facts
and figures
But that’s how people really gauge,
judge a project’s success
It’s about the social change
Arguably the semi quantitaitve..
But we don’t engage with that, we
engage with the stories
That’s how we’ve developed as
humans by sharing stories
Dr Kate McLean Interview
3rd April 2019
Sensory alerts when you’re
somewhere new… seem to have an
ability to differentiate themselves
more when you’re somewhere new
I was looking at the tactile
descriptors that people use for
places…
I visualise the city through the
residents of those cities
The smell walk is an integral part of
the whole process
That’s how I understand what
jackfruit it… and I wouldn’t
understand the cultural
significance in their specific
locations

-4.58
The thing that annoys me with
some scientists is that they think
it’s completely rational
Science is the method
The things you look at, the
questions you ask, the way you
interpret it
Are all put through your cultural
experience, your values

I’m much more interested in the
human experience of smelling than
I am the smells themselves

-3.52
Maybe an example would be the
early C20th, largely male doctors
looked at hysteria…

My version of it sits somewhere
here [phenomenology]

-2.55
Architecture rca // imperial
-2.35

You’ve got this binary where you’ve
got odour monitoring on one side,
you’ve got citizen science
somewhere here, you’ve got pure
phenomenology somewhere over
there… like personal experience

If you’re recording citizen science,
you’re recording something that
can be demonstrated. You’re
recording levels and perhaps using
technology

-0.56
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If you are recording for smell
experience then I’ve got a three
part system that I’ve developed for
the phd:
You go smell catching, then you go
smell hunting, then you go free
smelling
Smell catching enables you to
understand the distal smells and
the ones that drift
So you get to understand the
ecological, environmental context
for them
Smell hunting means that you get
up close to things and you
understand the proximal nature of
smell because it comes in very very
different forms
And you touch things and you
move them and you crack them
and you understand how
molecules are released as well as
just floating
And the free smelling bit allows
you to just… well, you pick
something and you understand it
in different instances
The nomenclature that you give to
something like ‘bin’ will actually
smell very different in different
contexts
In depth examination of the
context
For the smell, it can be completely
literal or poetic
It can go from ‘that smells like poo’
to ‘that smells like a hard life’ so
you get this beautiful
differentiation..
I also get people to record the
intensity, the duration, the hedonic
tone -- whether it’s expected or not
and what’s associated around it.
And what that does is it builds a
picture of the smell so that it’s
more than just a name
[sound of my dog barking]
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Dogs have better access to smells
because they have an atomic
weight to them
Better smells are closer to the
ground
Which is really cool
So if you want to get better whiffs
of things… crawl along the ground!
MAP STYLE
I’ve taken it from my
understanding of smell world
I understand smell as occupying
volumetric airspace

Without in the western world a
language to be able to describe it
accurately, combined with its
ephemerality, means that you
cannot take somebody and show
them a photograph of the smell,
you can’t take somebody and say:
here smell this, because it may be
somewhere else by that point
And because you can’t describe
what it’s like
there’s a massive mistrust in being
able to actually value it
It just doesn’t appear

I understand it first by air currents,
flows, turbulence, eddies, plus
other people 8.18

It’s almost like this double invisible
It’s volatile and ephemeral … you
can’t actually see it and it’s invisible
because the empirical methods

I understand it as being collectively
sensed rather than individually
sensed

Visual and auditory you can record,
you can capture, you can play -you can’t do that with smell

I understand it as requiring
moisture

Part of the reason for my work is to
call out and to say, you know what
with something like a smell walk,
and I follow it quite often with a
painting exercise, which enables
people to visualise their own
experience

I understand it as humidity as
incredibly important in smelling
Absence… that’s why they’re so
white… that’s actually eluding to
the absence
It’s a lot of my imagination but also
using the data in order to plot
where things are and the
concentration or size of those
smells
>> do you think we tend to devalue
sense information?
We’ve become digitally obsessed
And the empirical idea of science
that says if you can’t verify it then
it’s not truth and truth is the only
thing that matters
The idea of personal truth is
something that has got lost in that
mix
And with that we mistrust our
sense of smell

I’m very culturally aware. So
somewhere like Singapore it’s
much more sensitive about its
cleanliness so scent mapping
becomes something that they
prefer to talk about rather than
smell mapping
Was told that people would be less
forthcoming with what they smell
Didn’t find that at all
Because it’s only walk its short -45 mins -- and nothing is tied back
to you
It becomes an aggregated part of a
data collection exercise
In that format, I’ve had people say ‘I
can’t smell anything’
…
It’s a supportive workshop in that
it’s about those conversations and
people’s own sense of adventure
about whether they can do it or
not
It’s all Northern hemisphere,
mainly English speaking

The result of that visualisation of
their own experience

Not had anything stood out that’s a
cultural difference

And their confidence in their ability
to talk about it

…

It;s an hour of your life and then
you can describe a smellscape to
somebody and I think there’s value
in that
It’s a very hands-on, organic, get
down and sniff like an idiot for a bit
Then you come out of it with
another sense of self-belief and
self-confidence in being able to not
just do it, but to communicate it
I did a lot of work with different
groups... They are usually
interested in the experience itself…
they’ve signed up in some form
So it’s hard for me to judge that
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>> structurally?
It’s 45 mins to an hour 16.05
You arrive at a designated meeting
place…
I give you a piece of folded card
that’s got a route map on it with
the different zones…
I’ll explain to you what the project’s
for, whether it’s just a smell walk or
if we’re capturing data for a new
map
Then i give you a pen and I explain
a little bit about what the
smellscape is…
I talk about smell-catching, how the
smells may come from many miles
away
I’ll give some examples of different
smells
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Things like breweries..
Became a part of that city’s culture
Your home smelt like that
If you live by the sea then the salt…
If you’re somewhere industrial
then maybe it’s something that
comes from factories…
That marker point as being home
That’s not because you’ve gone
close up to something, it’s because
you’re in that environment
I’ve got 15 minutes
Go away and breathe deeply
If the smell crosses your nose then
sniff
Note intensity, duration, hedonic
tone, association
In 15 mins, I’d like you to collect
four smells
People are like: but I’ve not smelled
anything in the last three hours…
Most identify ten in first few
minutes.

How might sound give an idea
about where smell is?

And it’s because you’ve actually
changed your mindset from
concentrating on the visual to
Changing that primary modality to
be smell

There are some lovely examples,
there are some herbs like sage -smell without seeing

Use your eyes here to enable you
to walk but smell is where all your
informaiton is coming from
We’ll then stop, we’ll read out what
everybody’s got

19.59 If you can hear an expel air
fan then you might know that there
are kitchens there. So you can walk
down the back alleys of
restaurants and guess what they’re
serving
…
Also explain adaptation and
habituation
>> how do you translate the smell
into colour?
I call it a conscious synaesthesia. I
ask people. OK if that smell were a
colour, what colour would it be?
And not everybody comes up with
the same colour

Say the colour itself is orange or
yellow but the sage is green
I give people pantone books ...
Can you indicate what colour that
would be?

Group sizes -- try to keep it under
about 12

You start to see some sort of
correlation… so spicy smells may
be rich orange or yellow’

…

Perfume comes out as pink

Facilitated discussion

A lot of it derives from the source
of the smell, from your association
with the source

Stage 2
Then explain the fact that we
operate as multisensory beings …
sensory systems
So sometimes we’ll use smell as
primary, but sometimes we’ll also
use it as a sensory verification so
The second part is to use your
different senses to draw you to
places where you think interesting
smells might be, and then to sniff
So i might ask them to say…

Sometimes its the environment
I’ve taken the colours of the city…
photographs …
That’s really what a local
population are doing when they’re
ascribing colour to smells
They are replicating the colours of
the city that they see around them
It’s really interesting watching that
manifest…
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>> How you name smell -- shifts
responsibility
Youve got two interesting dilemnas
with smell
You can either name a smell
according to its source or its effect
…
E.g. fruity is source, noxious/
nauseating is effect
…
But there are multiple attributions
as to where that smell source
might be
Some people have created these
odour wheels… like wine
…
If you were going to group them
together, this is how you would
class them
I’ve got an odour wheel based on
Henshaw’s research of urban
smellscapes
She dilineates 8 different areas of
typical sources of certain smells
But there’s no magic to it! It’s
brilliant and it’s urban studies and
it’s planning and all the rest of it
Very citizen science but there is no
magic
Because sometimes hidden in
there are things like broccoli and
deep dark secrets
And you cannot get that into a
smell wheel
>> If it becomes something you
can universalise you have to dilute
the personal experince
A lot of the research into smell is
an attempt to synthesise…
universalise it
My desire really is to celebrate that
difference
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You are going to end up with five
different descriptions
But the important part within that
is just to be able to say “that’s really
interesting, what makes you say
that? Where do you trace that back
to?”
It’s not just a word but it’s a link
back to a concern or an emotion or
a way of life or a previous
experience …
>> quite an introspective
expereicne
About a day after doing the smell
work so many people come back an
It becomes something that you
never consciously thought about
it s only about paying heed
Oh, i havent thought about that
It’s changed my life forever
It smells like the local council - and
it was a library building
1960s, 70s built, musty
Only in the UK are you going to get
that
But there is something very
specific about that smell
It’s much more of what you’re
talking about -- an atmosphere -which has many more parts to it
than just a smell
>> matsutake mushroom
Headspace technology can read/
capture smells
Little vaccuum smell
…
You put the sample through gas
chromatography… peaks and
different comosition of air sample
Mass spectometry reads the
VOCs

You can then recreate those
samples with synthetic molecules
Something like a strawberry has
350 vocs. If you’re making a
synthetic smell of strawberry it.s
one 32.09
It’s like banana, synthetic banana
doesn’t smell like banana
S Tollas uses that method to
replicate the smellscapes and
bottle them
One way of actually capturing and
freeze framing moments in time
Cecilia bembibre at ucl is using
same method to look at cultural
heritage.. How aspects … may be
preserved
So she took the smell of st pauls
library and recreated that
Is working with nole house nad the
national trust
We work together because we’re
both researchers without a home
You’re not really in cultural
heritage, you’re not realy in
science, you’re not really in design,
you’re not really in cartography, it’s
somewhere in between
She and i complement each other
quite significantly in terms of how
were workign to record, and to
record in quite creative ways, and
to think about that intangible sort
of like cultural heritage might
actually be
That it’s associated with smell
>> and does that technical method
have a visual output?
It provides a reading around a
circular chart
>> you could archive smells?
Yes, absolutely. You are archiving
them as single molecules or the
most.. Rather than their inherent
complexity
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And what you’re also doing at that
point is you’re decontextualising
them
So the big question is, where do
smells actually belong?
If you take them out of their
context and you smell them…
Are you replicating if you’re not
replicating the scenarios around
and the other smells which
contribute to it 35.05
>> cant put senses in separate
categories
It means that you have to ask a lot
of different questions
Am I trying to get to a holy grail of
perfect vanillin? Or am I trying to
understand what it’s like to be in
somebody’s kitchen when they are
baking a cake?
That’s where the atmosphere
comes into it
That ‘wrap-around of experience’ is
very different to just the isolated
instant
>> how do you approach positivity
and negativity with smell mapping?
I encourage the exploration..
Hedonic tone is something that I
put down on the smell maps for
pwople to fill in, on a sliding scale
And i encourage it because one of
the stop usually i have them look at
that and say, ok are there more
smells in the positive or in the
negative balance?
It depends how
Do you think your city smells good
or bad?
Oh my city smells terrible
And then you get halfway through
the walk
How many positive to negative
have you listed?
Usually 52% positive
Sometimes more
Interesting side effect wasn’t
looking for
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When you are actively seeking and
youre more cognizant of the fact
that you’re doing it, you will notice
things that are good
38.20 smell is largely used to alert
us to danger or to things to avoid
We only notice it when it’s bad or
it’ll impact us in a negative way
We only tend to notice it when it’s
out-of-the-ordinary,
decontextualised or it alerts us to
danger
When you are actively using it…
you build a completely different
picture of the city smellscape
>> our basic programming is to try
and survive… it takes conscious
effort to notice the positive things
I did something similar in Marseille
and worked with a group of
students there to map their city.
They came from different
backgrounds, so they were graphic,
interior, architects, and event
designers. And they were in groups
of four with one of each. And they
had a different 12th of a city. And
from them what I learned was
enormous. Because their
visualisation and their
manufacturing of maps for that
were phenomenal and they really
thought of it. Some thought of it as
3 dimensional in terms of puddles
on the ground and clouds and
smells. Other people thought
about it in terms of these teepess
of colour, in terms of how smells
actually interact and cross over but
at different heights in the
environment. Other people -- this
is what you think it is, but then
there’s a reveal of what it actually is
Playing with the idea about how
the map can change
Creatively, they drew out far more
things than I would have done with
just me working
Those workshops
… opportunities to think about the
practice

Michaela French Interview
3rd April 2019
Gibson — affordances =
impossibilities of relationships
between ourselves…
‘unconventional affordance’
took place over long period of time
and became about repeating that
same action
changes became apparent or
became possible
…
it went from me being outside
looking at light as a separate thing
Initially i was looking at light on a
surface so the primary focus was
the object and how light would
change that object
is really how i started looking
…
the subject was still the material of
the world
about halfway through [a year of
light] I realised that the material of
the world wasn’t the primary focus
anymore
so the shape of the light, the colour
of the light, the quality of the light
became the thing that I saw best
so the way that I would frame the
images, it was much less about the
material and surfaces and
structures and was more about
what the light was bringing of itself
to that frame
>> like the background and the
foreground swapped places
If you were watching a
performance at the theatre and
someone’s in a spotlight, you
wouldn’t be looking at the light
it’s almost like the positive and
negative spaces
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surface has become a secondary
thing. they allow me to see the
light, an enabler
>> meta-stability — wording — no
fixed relationship with you and the
light but a forced engagement
[attunement]
…
not as a conscious intention but as
an emergent outcome
…
>> eureka moment as when you
realised that your eye is a good
sensor. is it the case that we don’t
trust our senses?
I would say that’s a cultural thing,
and to start unpacking that is
immense and huge. But it has to do
with our relationship to our bodies
and really the divide.. the
separation between … mind and
body … the body is inferior and is
simply there to carry out the
instructions of the superior mind
there’s a really nice thing in the
Gibson paradigm about not seeing
the senses as separate channels
Gibson proposes that that’s a
perceptual system …
the different types of information
combine to give a rich, experiential
knowing
whereas if you simply take smell or
you simply take sight and you
abstract those things into
individual categories you don’t get
a kind of worldview from that; you
get a single piece of information
…
we shouldn’t trust our eyesight if
it’s not combined with smell and
taste and sound and feeling of your
skin in air… it’s back to gut instinct
isn't it
that is absolutely at odds with
culturally who we’ve been
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but i think there’s a really massive
shift away from that again…
we were talking of the sensory s
8.30 Neurobiology … the gut has
equivalent … interactions…
essentially is a centre of knowing
if you look at eastern religions…
the Hara
…
in the west, we chop off about here
(gestures neck)
experiential, observed version
rather than a theoretical version
…
this impacts the way we think
about research
…
I’ve worked a lot to become
embodied… to know what I feel like
recognise patterns in my body as a
system

that experience, if you undertake it
in a way that’s rigorous, which
means evidencing that and
recording it you can show process,
then there’s no reason why that
cant be valid
…
>> what did you learn from the
museum of light? 12.10
the whole premise at the museum
of light… we used to have an
American show on sesame street…
you wanna buy some cheap air?
you’re trying to contain the
impossible. you can’t possibly have
a museum of light, really. Because
you can’t actually catch light in a
way. so in some ways it’s a
conceptual thing, an impossible
dream. But actually in the way the
pieces work, it’s enough to give
viewers the impression that just
maybe.
>> did you name the lights?
With the light drawers, they’re just
specimen numbers

…

…

we still have this embedded idea
that somehow research has to be
science … to me it was really
interesting to break that line … the
problem is not with me as a sensor
but with the system that doesn’t
allow me to be one

generally it has time and date,
longitude and latitude of where the
light would be… description

…
developing the durational
observation … it worked in the first
instance .. I found this way of
working … using that to evidence
subjective observation and relying
on your bodily senses
it was more than just my sight, of
course, I was sitting in that space, I
remember the temperature, I
remember what the sounds were
and how it smelled

it’s a story basically. in reading that
information you might have an
anticipated idea of what you might
find when you open the drawer
…
a little theatrical moment
…
I’d like it to be less plugged in and
more real world 15.33
…
Julian leparc — he makes all these…
light sculptures reflecting light

…
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Letting light do what it does
naturally rather than trying to
contain it
…
>> if you were really capturing the
light it would be black because
you’d be absorbing it
Emily Dickinson
There's a certain slant of light on
winter afternoons
I can feel the memory of what
reading that was actually she really
captured what that light was like
In the museum of light… it’s easy to
capture the light not using light.
She captures the light using words
and you absolutely get the sense or
feeling of what that light would feel
like
sometimes me doing the daylight
observations and the orbit series.
It was much more effective to have
them in print form than in a moving
image projected form
because in moving image they
didn’t actually show the light, they
just were the light
it sort of never ends that thing of
trying to
light will do what it does and you
just have to make these structures
around it or with it 18.23
incorporating it to allow it to do
what it does but to see it in
different ways
>> when you started out you felt
as if you have… how does science
appear in your work now?
I love the science of light… I can
never remember all the facts but I
find it really beautiful
for me, doing the practice and
taking the ecological perspective
there is th
I’ve been doing art-science
collaborations throughout the
project
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…
that Crossover brings us to a new
way of looking… and generally
that’s seen as … an advancement …
but I think actually that an
ecological perspective doesn’t
dismiss a disciplinary approach, it
incorporates it. To me ecological is
to accept all views, all perspectives
…
Science at the moment is so down
in its only little wormholes… there
is the tendency for it to lose
context and purpose
the value of disciplinary knowledge
will get to the point where… it has
to work hard to become relevant
again
what if the idea of a discipline = cup
22.10
…

26.25 we think of a flower as the
flower. but a flower is actually a
thing in flux. it’s in the process of
becoming a flower or becoming a
seed…
this idea that matter is fixed is a
complete falsehood
from my pov, there is no matter, it’s
all just light. It's energetic vibration
and there’s more and more
evidence coming through that this
is the case
scientific American article — atoms
are not atoms…. They’re simply
vibrational hubs that operate at a
different level to the ones around
them
…
Gibson: information as difference
within an otherwise uniform field
28.05

the new knowledge now is… where
one discipline flows into another

So if you’ve got a nothing and then
something shakes, that’s
information

>> inter disciplinary affirms
existence of discrete things

So I’m information because I
vibrate

>> you can’t contain ecology

…

the labelling is a leftover from a
disciplinary past that could afford a
neat taxonomy 24.38

proton and neutron chasing each
other… you and I are having this
conversation and we think of
ourselves as people but on another
scale we’re doing the same thing

as you soon as you go outside of
the boundaries of that, you’ve got a
taxonomy where everything is
meeting in the middle. there’s no
stillness so there’s no labels
everything is in that state of flux,
that state of interaction and it’s
just a case of looking for patterns
within those interactions

the idea of trying to make it all neat
and tidy by labelling stuff — this is
matter and this is light
it’s over. We just haven’t caught up
yet.
>> it becomes really hard to
write… does it actually exist?

>> ecology and light?

29.18 writing process..

light is ecology and ecology is light
on a big scale, there’s no life
without the sun

it makes perfect sense why people
invented disciplines because it
makes it a whole lot easier

>> links phenomena to life —
symbiosis

>> yeah the top-down view is
much more simple
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yeah, but one of the key things that
i’ve been finding out as i go along
is… set the limits
you’re not gonna be explaining
everything… you can simply say ‘i
understand that this opens up a
whole can of worms, but for this
reason I'm choosing to not go
there’
the line can meander… the thread
that connects everything is light
…
in following this thread it’s almost
like you’re on a rollercoaster with a
really big view…
>> you’re not looking at the light
you’re looking at the atmosphere
technically, and this comes down to
a physical sciences definition, you
can’t actually see light. It’s
transparent. So if there’s no
surface… so the Gibson model says
medium, substance, and surface. as
opposed to matter. then it allows …
state of flux.
the medium for us it’s air
and the medium is transparent and
open enough that light can travel
freely through it
if there were no surfaces and no
substances, then we wouldn’t see
light
so you only know light is there
when it has got something to hit
which is why space doesn’t look like
it’s got any light
it’s only when we encounter
substances and surfaces that we
get light generated
Not apparent in a void
…
Me in my shed the light here is a
result of two sources: the light
coming off the screen and the light
coming in through the windows
and that just bounces around in
here until such time as everything
stays where it is. … I’m the only
thing moving apart from the sun so
that will keep changing until
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everything doesn’t change
anymore
so the light we’re seeing me sitting
in combines substances, surfaces,
the fact that the walls are painted
white and they’re wooden and not
shiny that impacts what the quality
of the light’s gonna be
…
ultimately what you’re looking at is
the light bouncing off surfaces and
those surfaces are derived from
substances.
they impact the light
…
it’s those differences of one
surface to the next… that gives you
the different types of information
so the light provides the
information from these surfaces
within your visual field
>> never realised
physics — 4 states of light —
reflection, transmission, emission,
and absorption
so emission is like the sun
…
the only one that you can
experience without surface is
absorption but that would be your
skin and your skin is the surface
>> particles in the air?
in the daylight observations,
because I’m looking to the far sky –
the horizon – the atmosphere is a
really big part of that
so actually what you’re looking at is
the air quality and that changes
seasonally. So you get a very
different kind of light in spring as
the suns getting higher and
higher… Because of the colour of
the earth in winter it’s much greyer
and flatter. There’s not much
colour to reflect other colours.

In looking at the light, except for
Ohio in July or June which was
very blue and one in Berlin which
was very grey, they were done
from my place in Hertfordshire
38.15
If I’d done the same study in
Australia, you would get a very
different set of colours
and if you did the same study in
Iceland, you’d get another very
different set
for me there would be an interest
in doing lots of different studies in
different places
it’s not just about the light, it’s
about how the light in a particular
place…
that was the starting point of the
whole process — two places I call
home
Was going to record light digitally
in England and Australia at the
same time. In the end I decided I
didn’t really care for digital
recordings because they didn’t
really mean that much
There's such a distinction between
the two — the quality of light in
both places
>> the light of home
the thing that’s not in that… when I
did the interviews I asked two sets
of questions. One was about their
memories of light in the place they
grew up, and that would unfold.
they would go into an almost
reverie state. Everyone. Uniformly.
it was like this quality of voice came
in that was amazing and consistent.
Then ask about what they know
about light and they switch. They
know this, they know that. and they
try and get very scientific. It was …
like seeing different parts of the
brain react.

there was something in the quality
of those voices… dreamy
>> have you ever tried
participatory workshops?
there was quite a lot of …
encouragement for me to
undertake additional research in
which I would interview audiences
or do surveys to get audience
responses to the work. But I think I
said I really hate that as an
intervention… I just find it intrusive
frankly. It’s like people ringing you
up to tell you your computer is
needing to be fixed… I’m not there
to provide institutions with data. I
was actively opposed to working in
that way but I really enjoyed having
conversations with people in the
exhibitions that I had. And there
was no doubt in those
conversations that people were…
responding to the work.
…
I’m using a method… Bateson’s
idea of ecological aesthetics as a
way to evaluate the practice. It’s
not aesthetics as a style; it’s
looking at how do people relate to
and respond to their experience of
the world and how do we gather
knowledge. Really it’s looking for
patterns. In the process of doing
the work, what patterns are
emerging… from these tiny little
repetitions that are a pattern, what
kind of meta-patterns can be
observed?
So then with the daylight
observations, the starting pattern
is the recording of light and the
changing pattern is thinking and
the changes to the way I see
and the meta patterns are this idea
that we can sit still as a single
human and watch the planet turn,
if you record it in the right way

>> semiotics in itself interesting

so it’s like different levels of
understanding that single action

this is a research study in its own
right

with the Gibson model of
affordances, you can kind of see
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that those patterns become
affordances or indicators
reflective artistic practice —
shaun’s model of reflective
practitioner but still within the
Gibsonian umbrella
…
so basically it’s to see yourself in
interaction with all of the scenarios
that those methods bring about
reflection on them… looking for
them
>> climate crimes and secular
cosmologies?
those two projects came about and
they're not related to my research
directly at all
you know I run the full dome
research group
in one of the WiP exhibitions 3
years ago, Adrian X who’s now the
Dean in Architecture at the RCA,
saw the mini dome and was really
excited
…
it’s like a little fabric dome made
out of tent poles and lycra
it’s really homemade
…

he was really excited about it… had
a bit of an obsession with domes…
and was also developing this
project called secular cosmologies

we are on the globe, we own the
globe, it’s a resource for us… pretty
much reflects the model we have
today

It’s based on his research, looking
into ideas of immigration and
climate change from a kind of
forensic architecture perspective

but he also talks about a spherical
worldview where if we think of the
universe as a sphere or the
planetary system as being a sphere
then we get it and we’re
responsible and we work at a local
level

He’d done a video of it for himself…
but he had the opportunity to be
involved in an architecture
biennale in Oslo 2017 and he
wanted for that to put it in a dome
so I was commissioned
and one of the architecture
students was commissioned to
make a dome
the one in Oslo was a prototype for
the V&A which is climate crimes
it was a massive undertaking to be
honest but a really interesting way
to look at the whole climate
challenge in a spherical form
there’s a really nice article by Tim
Ingold called Globes and Spheres,
do you know that?
He has this argument that when
we think about the globe we think
about kind of, dominion
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…
there is, from a global perspective
absolutely no trust… because it’s
unreliable, it’s unfinished, it’s
unsubstantiated and it can’t be
viewed objectively
from the global perspective
everything’s object… everything’s
separate
I’m on top of the world and I can
see everything and I’m in control of
it
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B. Participant Consent Forms
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C. Research Posters & Events Organised 2018-19
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Figures: Experimental atmospheric cartography workshops with fellow Communication
students at the Royal College of Art (top) and with MA Sustainable Design students at the
University of Brighton. See: www.lucysabin.world.
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